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ABSTRACT
In my research, I encountered a particular methodology of creating plays known
as devised or collaborative theatre. In this form, the ensemble collaboratively
contributes to all aspects of the production, including the processes of writing.
production, direction and performance. Therefore, working with such a method would
provide the most desirable test culture for me to examine the development of a play
from initial inspiration to eventual materialization. In this way, I theorized that I would
gain a better understanding of the creative roots of theatrical expression as well as of
the mechanisms of devised theatre as a means to that expression.
I divided my research into two components. The first portion consists of
observational studies with the devised theatre group Teotro Luna in Chicago, Illinois.
Embarking upon this research, I planned to fulfill several goals. I would investigate the
process by which the group turned ideas into script and then brought that script to life
onstage. Secondly, I would document this process through extensive personal
interviews with the ensemble and my own personal journals. After completion of my
work in Chicago, my intentions lie in the use of my findings in the creation of a similar
work in Oxford, Mississippi. This leads to the concentration of my second portion of
research. In the second division, I focus on the production of a devised work which I led
using students at the University of Mississippi. This work was based upon what I
learned through Teatro Luna, as well as other from references in the world of devised

theatre. Another main facet of this portion involved the adjustment of Teatro Luna's
process to an entirely different group of artists in a different environment. The
resulting piece was titled "Young Blood” and ran as a University of Mississippi Theatre
Department main-stage show in its production of"A Night of One Acts”.
The research spanned a period of almost ten months, conducted both in Chicago
and Oxford. Throughout my research of devised theatre, I learned much about the
nature of theatre as an artistic outlet, the power of personal expression and the
fundamentals of creating a play.

in

PREFACE
Several questions arise when one has studied the theory and practice of theatre.
Where does the inspiration for theatrical expression lie? What is the process by which
an idea manifests itself into a written script? How does that script then become a work
which is experienced by the audience through the words and actions of the players on
stage? In my past experiences as an actor, I had been presented with the text in the
form of a script, and then given only the tools of my director's vision and my own to
bring the ideas of a stranger to fruition. In the realm of collegiate as well as
professional theatre, this stands as the norm in the way that the actor approaches
theatrical productions. My personal curiosity, however, drove me to ask the questions
aforementioned. I wished to explore a genre of theatre in which I could truly trace the
manifestation of an idea from its inception in an artist's mind to its physical
representation in the public sphere.
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Chapter One: Chicago
1. Introduction
My experience in Chicago was a fascinating look into one company's process for
creating a devised show. In many ways, it inspired the work I undertook in Oxford.
This chapter includes sections of journal entries as well as transcribed interviews from
various people involved with the work of Teatro Luna. Between important sections are
my explanations and reflections.
11. First Impressions
lournal Entry - May 15. 2010
Today I am meeting with the women at Teatro Luna. I have created a rough interview
format:
Hi, this is Anna Donnell and it is [Date]. I'm talking to [name] who is a company
member of Teatro Luna.
-

Any other duties?
How long have you been with the company?

-

When did you first become interested in theatre?

-

How would you describe the connection between your upbringing and you
personal experience with theatre?i

1
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I never finished that entry, because at that moment Alex Meda, managing
director for the company, parked her car in front of me. We had never met before, only
speaking through online communication. Sitting on benches outside the Teatro Luna
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office, we began our interview.
Donnell: I am with Alex Meda of TL and we are talking about her company and how
many people are working with her right now.
Meda; Right, it fluctuates, it depends on when we're in production and when we're not
in production and there's different levels of involvement that people can have with the
organization. So I would say the primary, the innermost circle so to speak, is the
ensemble. And the responsibilities are pretty simple. I would say this is the core, this is
who makes up the company of the theatre. That number has fluctuated over the years.
We like to say we have just entered the fourth ensemble, the fourth...we called it lots of
different things...but we call it the fourth cycle of ensemble membership. There have
been as many as twelve ensemble members and currently we have five.
Donnell: Oh, really?
Meda: Yeah. \A^e ve been in a huge period of transition over the past two years. I would
say the next ring outside of that is to be an artistic associate. Last year we had twelve
and 1 believe we have nine right now. Several became ensemble members recently. We
had this big transition; people were leaving. So that's like the next tier, and none of
these are just comprised of actors. It really runs the gamut: writers, performers,
academics, designers, technicians. So it's all kinds of artists of the theatre. And then we
have those who are involved in our incubation series which is our pilot program that
2

we started last year. This is where a lot of my excitement is. It's the next kind of growth
for us. Currently, and we're going to change the structure, but the incubation series is a
series of three different labs that are linked but separate. The play lab, which has two
levels, a director's lab and a reading series. So the director's lab has about twelve
participants, made up of ensemble members, artistic associates and just regular artist
folk or those who want to get into the arts. The play lab has two levels and I think
totaling nineteen participants. Most of those do not come from the ensemble or the
artistic associates, which is really exciting. With the Lunadas we work with all kinds of
actors. It's kind of really exciting because the plays [of the ensemble] feature only all
Latina women,so in the reading series we actually get to play with men, we get to play
with all kinds of different people, so it's a fun little thing where we work with more
people. When we're in production, we're in the show right now, we have the
production team so it brings in a lot more people.
Donnell: And I haven't asked you over the internet about the show you are working on
now. Would you like to tell me all about that?
Meda: Definitely. And when you talk to Miranda who's directing it, she'll be an even
better source. So it's called GL: 2010, that stands for Generic Latina and that was the
title of our first ever production. Ten years ago, the very first TL thing ever was Generic
Latina. It started our discovery of process and talking about identity and multiple
identities and stuff like that. Now that we're celebrating our tenth anniversary season,
we felt like it was really appropriate to reinvestigate those things. We're building a
whole new play. And this is the first time in TL history after ten years that we are
experimenting with new processes. You know you can't keep the same thing forever.
3

right? And we're still using a model of a devised work, but whereas normally our pieces
are built primarily through the ensemble and specifically those who are going to be in
the show. Historically Tanya [Saracho], Tanya founded it, she has been a major...
basically people write stories or thoughts, meditations, whatever you want to call it and
she will then go and theatricalize it. Which is a good and a bad thing, it's both. There
are positives and there are negatives to that. And we are very excited because this is
the first process where we actually have these play labs, we have all these talented
playwrights, and we said,"Let's put together a writing team for the project". And it was
composed of just two of the people who were going to be acting in it, so that's different,
too, because usually it's a lot more do to with the actors. So a team of eight or nine or
ten people, led by Miranda, in five weeks, following the same kind of process where we
come up with poems and we write about it and we talk and we sit and we gossip and we
chat. And stuff comes out of that, you know? And then a period of two or three weeks
while we went into rehearsal. It's the first time we actually had a script the first day of
rehearsal, that was really exciting. Three works of rehearsal were spent on a lot of
refining of the text, streamlining, all that stuff, placement, really working on framing the
whole theme of the show. Gosh, it's just a really exciting process. New stories, because
it was new people who had never really told their stories here at TL. It was just really
exciting. The show is just like its namesake. It's fighting the stereotype or the idea that
there's this generic Latina who chews her gum and wears red lipstick and earrings. And
so we talked about the issue, you know, the idea that ten years ago the term that
everyone was calling us was "spicy", and so now we're "spicy plus". So, in TV shows
they let us have money, which is great, like we actually have representations of
4

professional Latinas, which is amazing, but it's still kind of the same stereotype. Most
people don't understand, not most people, a lot of people don't understand that there's
twenty-seven different countries and different cultures within Latinidad and that we're
not all the same. There are certain things that one hundred percent link us all. Things
like family, relationships with our mothers, but of course there are things that are very
different. 1 would say one of the classic things about Teatro Luna is that we are able to
talk about difficult things because we sugar coat them. We give you that pill that you
can swallow. And then you're like,"oh wait". So in the end, we use humor to be able to
talk about more serious issues. And sometimes we just confront serious issues in a
serious way. I'm very excited about this particular play. Some of the stories are
really...! think that we touch on gay issues in ways we haven't before, which is really
exciting. There's a multigenerational perspective in this show that I haven t seen in a
lot of our recent shows. That's exciting to me. Of course there's a really big musical
number dealing with bikini waxes. That'll be fun.
Donnell: Okay. That's awesome. I didn't realize there were musical numbers.
Meda: Yeah, our last show. I'll have to show you some video clips, had three huge
musical numbers, which were really, really exciting. So, as we kind of grow more
sophisticated artistically, we're playing with different styles and genres and continuing
to push the envelope. And I think this show's a good representation of that.
Donnell: Great. We could go ahead and do a personal interview. I'm glad because the
ideas 1 already had about what goes on with the company synch up with what you're
saying.
Meda: Good! That's a good thing.
5

Donnell: What I've gleaned from website hunting. So if you want to we could go
through...and this is what 1 wanted to do with all the girls... I'm all about jumping into
the experience of something, trying to keep tabs on it with my academic brain, but then
going back and doing it...
Meda; It's hard. We do a lot of interview based projects, and that's a lot of information.
so we've gotten pretty good at knowing when we have to document. Because you think
you're going to hold all these information, and it just leaves you. Conversations are just
the best.
(Break in interview and resume.)
Donnell: So you are a member of the company...
Meda: I'm the managing director.
Donnell: Yes, the managing director. I'm not in the ensemble, although...! m at every
ensemble meeting, 1 just don't bear that title. The distinction between ensemble
member and anything else is that you get a vote. It's a big decision making body. I
would say the main decision making body besides our board of directors.
(At this point, we were joined by Lisa Ann Acosta, ensemble member.)
Acosta: Hey!
Meda: Hey! Lisa Ann this is Anna! This is

ensemble member Lisa Ann. She's a

professor of Theatre...Literature.
Donnell: Are you guys leaving now?
Acosta: Yeah, but that's all right, come on!
(Driving to and from Starbucks with Meda and Acosta.)
Meda: Well, Ok,she was doing an interview with me.
6

Acosta: Oh, I'm sorry.
Donnell: Do you want to just try to do it in the car then?
Meda, Acosta: Yeah!
Donnell: Ok, then, hi!
Acosta: Are you an actress?
Donnell: Yes.
Acosta: Wait, are you available tomorrow, Wednesday and Saturday?
(Laughter from Meda and Acosta.)
Donnell: Why? Why? Can I really do something?
Acosta: Yes.
Donnell: Okay!
Acosta: It's a staged reading.
Donnell: Well, I'm not Latina...Does it matter?
Acosta: No, it's storytelling.
Donnell: Well, I'm here for about a month doing my interviews and observations with
you guys.
Acosta: What do you mean observations?

Meda: So, was that a yes, Anna?
Donnell: Yes! I mean I don't know what you're doing, but...
Meda: It's just part of our Lunadas new work lab...we're changing the title...It used to
be the Lunadas Reading Series. So every month we do a new reading of a play that
we're either considering... And I'll get to how we're expanding, how we've started
7

working not just with devised work. We're rehearsing this weekend,and then it's next
weekend. Yeah, tomorrow, Wednesday night and then Saturday and then Sunday is the
event. We do wine and dessert and a reception for community members.
Donnell: Sounds awesome. If you want me to help, I totally will.
Meda: Signed, sealed, delivered. That's how we roll.
Donnell: 1 knew this trip would be fun.
Acosta: I'm going to be doing some acting today.
Meda: Yeah, you are.

Donnell: I don't know if Alex told you, but I'm here doing my thesis research. I go to Ole
Miss, the University of Mississippi.
Acosta: So what are you studying?
Donnell: I am in BFA in Acting. And this is actually going to be my fifth year. I didn't do
Theatre my first year. And I'm in the Honors College and we have to have a Senior
Thesis to graduate. So I was doing all this stuff with Latin-American theatre and got
hooked up to TL and started talking to Alex. I talked a little bit to Coya Paz. So now I'm
here! I'm going to observe the process. It sounds so cool to me, because it's
collaborative. It seems like the best kind of process for figuring out personal stories and
translating them to the theatre. I'm interested in doing that at home. You know, not
Latina, but we have lots of weird Southern things we can talk about.
Acosta: Absolutely! Absolutely. No, that's great, because I got my PhD in Comparative
Literature, but I focused on Inter-American Women's Theatre. I became interested in
women's collaborative writing and theatre making,so I love Sistren, for example, the
8

lamaican group. They have the similar process of ensemble: creating and putting their
personal stories on the stage. They're amazing. I know that they have a couple of plays
published. One is "QPH" and that was published in an anthology of Post-Colonial
Women's Drama. I was just very interested in that and then 1 got a job here teaching.
And I was driving, and I heard, and that was in 2000, I heard an announcement on the
radio for one of their shows, for one of Teatro Luna's shows. And I thought,“What?!" I
started going to their shows in 2001 and slowly but surely I wedged myself in. But it
was just amazing because it was a kind of theatre that I was most interested in studying,
and so when this happened I thought,“Wow. This is great.” That I can see it and
experience it at the same time.
Donnell: And it was here and I'm sure there were experiences in it that were like yours.
Right?
Acosta: Mmhmm.
Donnell: It's like, oh! Well, my girls are doing it, too!

I

Acosta: Yea.
Donnell: It's crazy. 1 think that it's so interesting how all over the place, and just kind of
how it happens. The collaborative element of it is really neat and unique, because these
different people do it. But just the idea that people have these stories and they just have
to come out someway.
Acosta: And 1 think it's so interesting that it's such a women's art-making...! don't
know...I don't want to say “indigenous" expression, but something like that. It seems to
come very naturally to do that sort of sharing, storytelling,..

9

mal. It was obvious that they were friends. The next portion of the journal entry
ers to my observation of the Lunada writing series.

irnal Entry - Mav 15. 2010 fcontinuedl
sitting in the office and workspace of Teatro Luna. Green mint blocks, piano,

ilkboard, table with chairs. Distinct church office smell with fluorescent lights,
n sitting here in a red chair. In front of me is a long table with seven chairs where
readers look over their scripts. This is the first read through of the script after

?inal ideas were drafted weeks ago. The actors are young students, young moms.

! writer is playing with Diane's (Diane Herrera) baby who is quite precious. Some of
people are friends and some are strangers. It's quite a mix. Although Luna is a
na women's group, there is a boy named John reading. This is a script featuring
e characters as well. The Lunada show she wants me to read for is a staged reading

ieces. Wine and snacks are here. Good time for all. The atmosphere is relaxed, if
for the necessary awkwardness of people meeting for the first time. The babyiging table in the back now makes sense. Diane has asked me to read, but I m fine
taking a back seat to observe for the first bit. Everyone talks to each other about
lems and funny stories. It's a lot of conversation, people helping each other, babies
ing. 3

Although the writing series had little to do with my understanding of Tsatro
5 technical process during a devised show, it gave me a first impression of the way
is done with the company. 1 began attending rehearsals for the devised show
vhich I based most of my research. Generic Latina: 2010, a few days later. As 1
11

uld learn, GL:2010 was a landmark show for the company. When Teatro Luna was
nded in 2000, its first show was entitled Generic Latina. This show focused on
reotypes placed upon Latina women and also set the tradition for collaborative work
;he company. GL: 2010, at Luna’s ten-year anniversary, revisited the idea of the
leric Latina, bringing in a new cast with thoughts from a new decade. Miranda
nzalez directed the show, and the cast included Lauren Villegas, Marilyn Camacho,
drea Morales, Marie-Antoinette Flores, Maria Ortiz, and )essi Perez. The show was
ige managed by Patrick Murphy, who was present at all rehearsals.
^In the Rehearsal Space
irnal Entry - May 22. 2010
■hearsal for G.L. Blocking for "Brazilian Wax" song. Everyone's relaxed. It's comic
d they work together to form what's going on onstage. If someone has an idea, they
Y it and everyone runs with it. No finite blocking.
> so interesting to see an original song get on its feet. I love the organic process. It's
1 and what I'm hoping for my show.
mment of the day:
randa: Are you Latina?
: No.
iren: Well, she just has good taste, then,
finite woman's influence. They go to the piano to work out music. In this scene, it
rts with a monologue then breaks into song and dance and uses placards with
tures of various waxing styles.
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Watching the piece "Don't Wax Like That In Brazil" gave me ideas about
including musical numbers in my show. Also, it furthered my understanding of the
warm, open environment of the group.
journal Entry - May 23. 2Q1Q
They are working on a piece. They are reading through. It's about doing the housework
while the men sit and watch TV. Hardwired for "Suzanna Homemaker". Working
through the script. Breaking it into smaller pieces so it's all easier to chew. Getting up
and working it out. You don't know what's coming" - pieces of GL. Jessi and MarieAntoinette are in this piece. It's interesting that since the girls are from various
backgrounds, certain colloquialisms they don't know. Like, Jessi s Cubana, so she
doesn't know a Mexican term for dishes. Putting in dance movements. Making choices.
They also have recurring characters in the show.^

At this point, I began to get ideas for pieces

I would like in my show. Inspired by

no ... a
"They Don't Wax Like That in Brazil", I began to imagine a musical number ...
rock ballad...about Adderall. Also, something about sorority girls. Maybe a song?
Maybe a recurring set of characters? And,then something that speaks to the
complications of being a girl these days would be appropriate. A more dramatic piece
that speaks to the difficulties of being an intelligent young woman.
journal Entry - Mav 23, 2010 - continued
1) Adderall
2) Sorority Girls
3) The Girl Can't Have It All
13

Another Piece. Warmup -stretch up on tip toes, ragdoll, bend knees, shoulder rolls.
'I’he conversation shifts while stretching: childbirth, swiffers, butt fat injections.
To the World 1 Am"- Music starts and everybody's jammin'. It's like a ^ with Marilyn
in the center rapping. 1 love it. There are many themes of strength. 1 think there is a
sense of that for everyone; the generalization of a person. Me - she's white, she's young.
she's from the South, she's a weird theatre kid.^
The theatrical fusion continues with Marilyn's ability to flow. She created these
amazing raps for the show in her recurring role as The Generic Latina. The show began
and ended with her, and she was featured in the middle as well. 1 began to realize I
wanted something reminiscent of her talent in my show. Also, the piece lent to the
inspiration of my thesis - the ties that bind us as human beings, spoken through the
stage.
1 go on to begin my first impression of the director, Miranda Gonzalez. My
observation of Miranda shaped much of my attitude towards directing in "Young
Blood". I also detail some of my first thoughts on Marilyn.
journal Entry - May 23. 2010 - continued
Miranda - She's the energetic director. Her large eyes are constantly expressive. She's
a youthful woman of thirty. She has a daughter.
Marilyn - Marilyn is a tall woman with strong facial features. She is very sweet and fun,
but has an edge to her that makes me feel as if she is streetwise. She has a raw feel and
a strong feel.
Next piece - Hip hop number. Dream state, no one acknowledges each other. This piece
is angry and impassioned. She's on a rampage. So good. Luis Ramirez killed because of
14

. God. So
a "brown nigger","spic","beaner

relationship. They called him

, Miranda said there are pieces
breaks my heart
;ionand pain. That story
1 can say that it s
i n the room
. As the gringa
use discomfort in the audience

Q.

the more serious
oLild have to say that this piece

some of the pieces

£2

definitely brought me into

It was amazing to me

that a show
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in both a
could contain -

<
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dramatic
^ith such extreme
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Then Marilyti

busts in
m with

sical number

honking

the horn
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for the show
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_c

to get P'

eked up by a

4. Living in Sweden - West Side Story, dancing in background while she speaks.
music from West Side Story
5. Name Section - Maria, Alejandra
6. Name Change
7. Las Comadres - recurring characters, facebook
8. They Don't Wax Like That in Brazil
9. Judging on a Scale
10. Preta Preta Pretinha - the power of a tan
11. Apaga los negros - Fresh Prince
12. GL

Rap

13. Brassero Program - immigration
14. Suburban Pineapple
15. Las Comadres - homosexuality
16. Love Story - lesbian relationship
17. Dish Washers - the obligation to clean
18. Mom's influence
19. Comadres
20. Nanny
21. Changes
22. Immigration Nation^
journal Entry - Mav 29. 2010
Using follow spot for musical numbers. They are working on smoothing out wrinkles
today. I think the best idea as they are doing, is to use all voices for chorus parts. With
16

small groups, especially if we aren't miked, the sound will be fuller. Everyone is
gathered around the table talking about the show.
They are starting with a warm-up. Happy butterflies, talking about best friends, baby
daddies, head-neck rolls. Exercise from "Machos", in which the women played men.
Slap thighs, then diaphragm and chest with deep "huh". Go over line from second GL
rap "Why the fuck you still talkin' bout this?" to get masculine for hip hop sequences. I
really enjoy the strength of this piece. Militant, masculine. I think the best thing about
the show is the variety. That's something I definitely need to talk to Miranda about.
How she could take the various inputs of the group and put them into a show with
nuance, variety and meaning. 10
1 began again to think of pieces for my play. I also began to think of possible
issues or prompts I could use in the creative process.
lournal Entry - May 29. 2010 - continued
Scenes: Morgan's Death, The Only Black Guy, Sorostitutes, The Only Straight Guy,
Wallflower, Living Like a Man, My One True Love - Adderall
Prompts: living in the South, sororities/frats, race, sexuality, gender, growing up,
religion, desires, losses, gains.
Sorostitute: the lineup - what we don't like about ourselves
A lot of these pieces aren't written by the girls, but are still performed through them. I
can use that.
Everyone is discussing publicity. That will be something I'm on top of ahead of time.
Now everyone is working on "Immigration Nation". It is a reggaeton piece celebrating
the presence of Latino immigrants in the U.S. There is a strong message of unity
17

between people from Spanish-speaking countries and the idea that "you can't take us
back". According to Miranda, many Latinos are ashamed to be because of the state of
the country. It's terrible. I'm only a couple generations removed from being an
11

immigrant myself. I am so similar to these women.

Interview Transcription
Date: 05/30/10
Name; Patrick Murphy
Title: Stage Manager for "GL 2010"
Donnell: So Patrick is a fabulous stage manager, working in a world of girls. I wanted
to talk to everybody about their back story. I wanted to get to know you guys and what
led you to doing theatre, and then what led you ultimately to doing this show. Are you
originally from Chicago?
Murphy: I'm from the South Suburbs, a little suburb called Park Forest. I grew up there
and still live there now, but hopefully will be moving into Chicago sometime next year
officially.
Donnell: And since I'm focusing on the idea that we express ourselves in so many
different ways, but theatre is a really specific way that we express our own lives and the
things we feel and our cultures. And Teatro Luna does that in a very special kind of
way, focusing on these Latina women and yet they all have different backgrounds,
different cultural heritages. How would you describe yourself as a Latino?
Murphy: Well, I'm half Mexican, the other half I am Irish and German and French, but to
be honest I've never really connected with that side, because I have an estranged father.
18

Growing up it was a sort of abusive relationship with him and so I gravitated more
towards my mom's side. It was my grandma and my mom took care of me and my three
sisters. So I grew up in this household of women. So I always connected more with the
Latino side of my family. And it's great to be here doing this, because I'd never really
worked on a show that really delved into the Latino experience or the Mexican
experience or the Mexican-American experience, whatever you want to call it. Which is
great because I'm used to doing straight plays, this, that, this, that. Which is fine, I love
doing that. But it's nice to sink into the roots here.
Donnell: It's definitely very concentrated. As I watch, I think that. All of these people
bring a definite feeling. These are the things we experience: The troubles and the
pride, too.
Murphy: I think part of that comes from it being so autobiographical. Because it's not
like I haven't been cast as a Latino role or something like that before. You have to do
the best story, because I'm an actor as well. Being that this is a company that focuses on
autobiographical work, it's great because it really focuses on the themes of what iRis to
be "Generic Latina"/"Generic Latino", whatever. You can find shows that are set in
Mexico that aren't...One of my favorite quotes is by the lyricist Sheldon Harnick
regarding "Fiddler on the Roof'. Basically he said,"Ultimately it was a show that just
i
happened to be about Jewish people." And there are shows like that, but I think
little bit different. It's a little special.
Donnell: And I see what you mean watching it. So you went to Loyola.
Murphy: Yes.
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this is a

lell; Would you say that your education led you towards doing theatre? What was
ike?

I was first interested, I first auditioned in my sophomore year of high school,
t was for "Our Town". And I got cast, I was Constable Warren. I personally don't
he show, I know a lot of people love "Our Town", but 1 just loved the experience so
h which was what it was. 1 went through a weird journey about what 1 wanted to
up to be. At first 1 wanted to be a cop or a fireman. And then my mom,she
ed in the Church, and 1 wanted to be a priest for a while. Then right after that 1
ed to be a rapper. But then I finally settled on doing theatre. I started doing more
nore in high school, and 1 just got engulfed in it. Because to me. I'm also a musician
o 1 also want to do music, do theatre, do it all. The thing that was hindering me a
bit was that 1 had never learned how to read music. And they were doing the

)1 musical and I had an audition for it and I was worried that I couldn't sing, 1 never

3lah blah blah. 1 got cast because they needed guys, you know it's still a high
!● But all the other guys knew how to read music and I was like. What am I doing
' So I went to the library and taught myself how to read. I also used to work for
?h school in the summers to pay the tuition, and on my breaks I would just go on
mo and just fiddle around. And ever since then IVe been playing piano. End of
year, I really knew it, because they cast me as Tevya in Fiddler . They picked
)w for me, they told me afterwards. I said, "Don t tell me that, c mon. And then I
0 Loyola which I was just engulfed, everything, everything was just theatre,
theatre. And I'm pretty sure that I've been doing back-to-back shows ever since
to Loyola. Once I got there, I started doing as much as I possibly could:
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directing, designing, acting, stage-managing. Just trying to make myself round it out as
much as I can because I think,“If you stage-manage, you know what it's like for an actor
to go through, if you're acting, you know what it's like for a director to go through''.
Having all that knowledge, it just strengthens one thing through the other.
I just graduated and I think the education I got at Loyola was phenomenal, at least in
Theatre. I did have to take the core classes, which, a few of them were fun, but the class
I enjoyed the most was a movement class with a teacher named Susan Felder, and we
just did some of the most phenomenal work. We did a little bit of Laban, we did some
Viewpoint stuff, but the one that was Japanese style stuff. Each person in the room
takes on different elements: fire, water, earth and air. And they all just feed off of each
other. Going through that honestly was very emotional. I always thought I was an
earthy person, like a tree, but when started doing fire, stuff came out of me and there
was this other guy who was the same way. After class 1 didn't know what was going on
and I just started crying after class, I didn't even know what was wrong. I went up to
my teacher and said,“Oh no! What's going on?'' After that, I just graduated in
December, I've been stage-managing a lot of shows. I need some money to get some
headshots done. I love directing the most, but I think stage-managing is just a good way
to network and to keep busy. I just finished stage-managing “A Chorus Line'' and then I
got a call from Pat Frieze, the production manager, I went to Loyola with him. I got a
call from him the day of the first rehearsal here...he was like, “hey what are you doing?
I was like, “Oh, not much. I have a show this weekend.'' He was like,"Hey, you wanna
do this?'' So, I got here and here I am.
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Donnell: That's neat. This seems like a very organic process. So, it makes perfect sense
that somebody great would come in as stage-manager the first day. It's fine! It kind of
fits in well. Now when you say you've been here from the first rehearsal, do you mean
the first time people actually had the full script?
Murphy: Yeah, that's what I would say. From what I understand, they had a production
meeting before that, and maybe they had auditions, which I didn't even know about. 1
think during callbacks they might have worked in a scene or two. But it was pretty
much the first time we had a semblance of a script and people sitting around at a table
just reading through it. Which,from what I hear from the theatre company,is a nice
accomplishment because they seem to work more on scripts as things go along more
than this.
Donnell: I would imagine...because this is what I want to do...I'm not Latina, so...I'm
gearing it towards my friends now and our experiences. Kind of an age thing...an age
and where we are kind of thing. I think the idea that people bring in their ideas, and
they go through a process figuring out how to best put it on stage and bring it all
together. See, you keep it together, especially in a room with six girls. I guess the
growing up with girls has helped with that.
Murphy: Yeah. And! I stage-managed "Steel Magnolias" recently, so... You know. I'd
say another good thing here is the playwrights being as talented and as efficient as they
are. Because I've tried writing, and it's the one thing I'm not good at, and I keep trying
writing. But I do realize that when you write something it's a baby, especially if it's
autobiographical, and it's hard to write autobiographical. I give them props for that.
Some of these scenes in here look completely different. The "Waxing in Brazil" scene
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?d off as a monologue. Just a big long monologue and Miranda was like, "I want to
this into a big musical number, like "I Feel Pretty " I was like,"Oh, boy..." And
that changed the biggest, and I know it takes a lot for a clever playwright to just
e, okay, this isn't working at all, but I still want to tell the story. Let's just get on
t, put it in a new script, make it work." And that was "Love Story", the one with
sbian girls dealing with the mom, because that started off as a whole scene. The
walks in and there's a confrontation between the daughter and the mom. The
St thing was that it was a very short scene, because a conversation like that doesn't
in five minutes, it happens for like five hours. She cried, I cried, we yelled,
lah - and you can't do that in a scene. That's just an example. What I saw was the
/right got the story, "this isn't working", chchch, write it in like two days and there
0. I have a big amount of respect for that, to be able to do that. And it's like you
A^hether it's Latina or what age we are, whatever it is, being able to analyze that,

*3ck, take one cap on, take one cap off. That takes a lot of talent, I have a lot of

:t for people who can do that well,
dl: I think it's great. I noticed on the first day that if somebody has an idea, they
md they see if it works. Which is great because there are psycho-people who are

tionists - I'd say I might be a perfectionist, but I don t think I m a psycho-person .

re they have that open environment to explore an idea, because it s an original
■'s not like it has to be done a certain way.
Those are the best processes I’ve worked with. Being able to just completely
a director I’ll say, ‘'Let’s do this. Let’s try this. It’s probably not gonna work. Do
; fun. Whatever.” And sometimes you find the weirdest things that work. Or as
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an actor. I was acting in a John Patrick Shanley show,"Savage in Limbo", and the
director was like,"we're gonna do this as animals," because there's a lot of animal
imagery through the play. I was like,"OK. Fuck it!". This group does not seem like the
kind to say,"Let's do this as animals! Let's do this as fire water!" But they do come in
and say,"Let's do this". The first rehearsal when things really clicked for me here was
when the composer to Marilyn came in and they just worked out all the music. A part of
it is that I still love hip-hop.
Donnell: I was about to say. 1 always see you over there and I think,"that must be his
favorite part".
Murphy: It's unfortunate for me to not see as much hip-hop in theatre as I do. Let me
rephrase that, it's unfortunate for me to not see as much good hip-hop. I really like the
second Generical Latina piece. I think the first show that really struck me with hip-hop
was "In the Heights". That's another thing. Being able to incorporate, being able to
incorporate well.
Donnell: And with things like hip-hop, a lot of the time it's just not in the musical
theatre realm. It's newer than the 20's. You know,this is the kind of place where the
new stuff happens. Which is awesome. It's not like it has to have all of the structure of
Royal Shakespeare Company. This is the kind of play that really inspires me, honestly.
It's people who have a really strong idea about something and make it come through,
and instead of writing a book about it, and there are a few songs, yes. The cool part is
putting it on the stage. Or giving someone else your words like with "Urban Pineapple".
God, that one got me.
Murphy: A lot of it hits home and a lot of it is at this weird time with all this Arizona...
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Donnell: ....shit.
Murphy: Haha. And a lot of pieces written before this Arizona thing, it just sends chills
up my spine sometimes when they hit it. Because the Arizona thing is one thing. The
thing I'm mostly worried about now is all the stuff that that's opening up doors for.
Now, apparently, you can't teach...slavery didn't happen in Texas...
Donnell: Yeah, because somebody said they're going to start doing that in Mississippi.
ifl

So I called my mom,and let me tell you, there are problems in places, but I don't want
them to be in the place where 1 am. That's just not the world I was raised in. My mom
and dad, who are pretty conservative people, are so upset by all this Arizona stuff- and,
of course, you know?
Murphy: The worst thing I heard, and I heard it here, was that after this there was a
state senator from California who said it's a step in a good direction. Blahblahblah. But
the thing that got me, he said,"hopefully by the end of this, I want to see that if a child
born from two illegals is born in the U.S., they do not get citizenship". That's the biggest
bullshit I ever heard.
Donnell: Immigration Nation" - that's what that song...I'm an emotional person. It
makes me want to cry. Because you know what? True. I have taken my place as the
I

token gringa here, and I don't mind because I am. But I mean, my great-grandparents
aren't from here. If that was true then, my grandma wouldn't have been an American
citizen because she was born in New York to two Italian immigrants. I think the thing
that's the most interesting for me is that it is such a different culture from my own, but
there are things that will ring true to people, even if I'm not Latina, even if they aren't
Latinos. And then there are the things that do make me feel uncomfortable. And it's not
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-hink anybody is trying to make me personally feel left out, but it's because,
hametul. I m white, you know. And I hate to be associate with a group...and
company's fault, it's not the players' fault...it's true. To be associated with a
of close-mindedness or racism. S0...I think this show's doing it's job. It's not
ireatened or anything, it's not like I feel like someone is attacking me. It's
ipJe statement that there are things that are bad, and there are things that
)o.
s a whole, complicated thing,
hink you're right. I think it's pretty crazy that it's coming around the same

'f this. These recent developments In the country. Hopefully, there are lots
ho don't feel that way. I don't think it ever works out that things like that

long.
. Even if the law gets
●ore are just a lot of tensions that are rising now
●0 tensions that are building because of it, are just bringing out a bad side m
sides of the argument. And it s scary.
V that we are ,„uchi„,o„,other.,l»e,nln.of.he.how,wh..d.yo.
VO stick With, udience? Ifs no.

*0 sl»y

c personal stories. It talks about people.
lot of things in
in this show. They hit on a
nk...there is just a ton going on in
much about the
they hit on so
I don't think that there's just one, since
so
They do hit on
^nce, the female experience , the Latino experience
toward one thing or the
things, each person will wal k away gravitating
‘ fi ne. My mom always consi

ic Mexican, I speak
dared herself a generic
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more Spanish than she does, I’m third generation. When I told her this was going to be
"Generic Latina" she said,"I can be a generic Latina!” I know my mom is going to take
off of what it means to be generic. She used to always say there’s the generic Mexicans
and the Mexican Mexicans, who listen to Ranchera music - which 1 do! But I know
some things are going to hit harder. 1 think a big thing that's going to hit is what we
were just talking about, the immigration thing. Especially because "Immigration
Nation" is what the show ends on. And that’s a statement. There are also people who
are going to connect with stories of what it means to be lighter skinned or what it
means to open up about being in a gay relationship. It's a very universal thing. And
yeah, there’s the cultural thing about it, but there is in every culture. So for you to say,
"I’m just the gringa in here." I don’t see it that way.
There’s things that touch with everyone. One thing, I hate to say this, that I pulled to
was "Apagos los Negros". It reminded me of conversations between my sister and my
mom. My mom is not nearly as bad as the grandma in here, but...
Donnell: I would also say that in America, in general, with the generation, there’s a
difference in the way our parents were raised. My parents went to high school in the
sixties, but were raised in the Deep South. And my parents aren't racist, but they are
from a different mindset.
Murphy: And see that's why it's complicated. From the mom's perspective, it's
complicated, and if you look at it from the grandma's perspective, no, it comes from the
idea that everyone deserves to be in a place or a sense of fear from different races. But
in the young girl sense, no, you’re racist. It's a funny scene, but at the same time there's
an underlying...thing that comes out.
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Donnell: It's that deeper message to a very funny scene. I think the "Comadres" scenes
are my favorite, because my friend and I do this comedy
group. And I play Miss Julep,
who's the old Southern woman,and that character is one of those characters. They're
everywhere. All these things just link across, I think that's why I think that one's so
funny.
Murphy: There was something a little different with those scenes. With their
underlying message, with the way they were written.
Donnell: Well, I don't think I have any more questions, but I have learned so much by
watching the process of this show. I had an idea about what I wanted to do. But seeing
it happen with a group of people and the dynamics of the group, and how I'm going to
have to adjust to the dynamics of whatever group 1 work with next year. And I've
learned so much about a culture that I've always been interested in. It's been taking me
to another place with it - I've just learned so much.
Murphy: You said something about adjusting to the group? It definitely took me a week
or two to get adjusted. I was the stage-manager. I had to be the hard-ass. And there
was a lot of drama. You have to be able to handle the drama.^2
journal Entry - May 30. 2010
Patrick Murphy - great interview. He's such an erudite guy. Very talented on piano.
too.
They are about to do a run through.
1. To the World I Am - depends where I land. Being stuck in the middle.
2. Comadres - sex, birth control
3. Hollywood - pink Casio watch
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West Side Story - Puerto Rico and Sweden

5.

Names - 2 si

6.

Name Change-

7.

Comadres -

8.

Don't Wax Like That

9.

Latina scale

I
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niultaneously occurring mono logues about the same subject
one woman monologue

naming a child Desitiny, webcams, internet
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10. Apaga los negros - racism and generational differences
11. Preta pretinha - preto - being too thin and pale - Olive Oyle - male possession power of a tan and a tiny bikini - appearances
12. Generic Latina 2 - race
13. Dad and Polish ladies in Chicago
I

14. Suburban Pineapples - terrifyingly sad
15. Comadres - children and their mothers - homosexuality - Ricky Martin

((

16. Love Story - lesbian relationship - family complications
17. Dish Washers - Suzanna Homemaker - expectations of a woman in the home
18. Mothers - 4 performers and their relationships with their mother - a. cooking
and cleaning for son, b. eating what I want, c. talking on the phone forever, d.

I

telling you how to raise your kids
19. Comadres - eating a banana - food - match.com - novellas - parents have kids in
the house longer
20. The Nanny - gay white couple with adopted black child treat nanny like an
underling - being "the help"
21. Changes - interracial marriage - Latinos on TV and film
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22. Immigration Nation - unity, Arizona^^
IV. Taking the Stage
journal Entry - iune 1. 2010
Chicago Dramatists - 5:00PM
Today is the first time in the actual performance space at the "Chicago Dramatists
theatre. We are in the dark house, working out cues for lights and sounds with
Miranda, Patrick, Mack (lighting designer) and the woman running the soundboard.
The set design is very simple: flats, a door, a platform with stairs. Lighting gives subtle
shifts and gives recurring themes definition. There is a variation of warm and cool
tones. Who will 1 get to do my lights?
Troubles with this space - central speakers with outside movement - difficulty in
creating separate worlds when speaker has mobility.
Little changes are being made. It's good to be open to designers' suggestions. Miranda
is and it really leaves room for improvement. Also, everyone is trying on costumes.
From top of the show! The lights add so much. Follow spot really directs focus. Taking
a while because working out the kinks. 14
After the show moved from the rehearsal space to the actual performance
theatre, I was able to observed the interweaving of technical aspects into the show.
Interview Transcription
Date: June 1, 2010
Name: Alex Meda
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Donnell: This is such a

unique experience. I can't imagine being a Latina and being

around such supportive

creative people here.

Meda; We say that it both makes us proud that we're the only thing like this. Latinas we'
re organized, we're doing it under a real corporate umbrella, on a professional level.
There's lots of small

organizations doing parts of what we do. But as I was saying, it's a

blessing and a curse. We're very proud of what we do, but we also wish there were
more of us. We just brought on a new Artistic Associate who happened to move back to
Brazil, so we're hoping to start a Brazilian Teatro Luna.
Donnell: Who's that?
Meda: She was a writer on this show.
Donnell: Right. There's a lot of Brazililan influence in the show. I was wondering who
that was coming from.
Meda: Right. And it's weird because a lot of people don't identify Brazilian with Latina,
it's weird.
Donnell: Because they don't speak Spanish?
Meda: Exactly. But we definitely believe in the Pan-Latina identity and 100 percent
accept Brazil. Patricia Finckler is her name and she came to us a few years ago. We've
been nurturing her and she's a phenomenal writer. She joined our writing lab. I'm so
glad, because 1 don't think the show would have been the same without her.
Donnell: So when you started interning for Luna, were you acting?
Meda: No. I went to school for theatre management, but I also tried to learn about
everything I could. I was lucky enough to go to a theatre conservatory that allowed me
to study theatre management and put together a great portfolio. It still allowed me to
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take a directing and dramaturgy track which is where my artistic interests lie. During
my internship, I founded the Artist's Initiative. I remained in an administrative
capacity here at Luna.
Donnell: Tell me about being managing director. I'm sure you have done a lot putting
this show together.
Meda: Basically 1 produce the show for TL. 1 have my hand in every little pot, which is
not the case at a larger theatre company. I get to be there to support the directors, but
also use my artistic eye and have an artistic say,so to speak. Specific to a show, I have a
production manager who reports to me. 1 have a say in all the interviews for designers.
I market, I gather sponsorships and funding, I make the progams, I do publicity, I write
the press release, I work with other organizations, I plan the receptions, I make sure the
box office is running, I make the budget.
Donnell; Keeping everything together.
Meda: Outside of the context of a show. I'm planning the season. Usually with an
Artistic Director, but in this case it's in conjunction with an ensemble. They are making
the final artistic decisions, but I bring my position to the table and let them decide by
vote. It's been a really exciting process, working more collaboratively. That's how Luna
started. It was just an ensemble, there wasn't an Artistic Director who made the
decision. So it's been interesting returning to our roots.
Donnell: That's something I definitely need to take from you, because I'm trying to
figure out how to do my own show. And we do fringe shows all the time at school, but
I've never directed one. And nobody's done anything like this, where everybody writes.
Meda: Devised theatre?
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Donnell: Yes. And I can learn a lot from you about how to keep it all together.
Meda: Right. And we do sometimes bring in single author work, but we like new work.
We aren't going to do a classic unless it's re-envisioned. It's interesting - there’s this
other component when you're devising your own piece. We're supporting development
of a new script.
Donnell: That’s such a cool power.
Meda: That’s what lasts in the theatre - the written text. The adding to the theatrical
canon. I think that’s one of the most important things that we do. We’re continuing to
provide new work,surrounding Latinas and Latinidad. I wish there were more people
doing it. We are adding to the canon - and not just in one voice, but in this unified voice.
That for me is what’s really moving. That we’re giving so many people a voice. In one
season, we can give forty voices a chance.
Donnell: That’s great. Okay, I had some questions about Generic Latina specifically.
Were you here for the original GLl
Meda: No. The only person who is involved with this production and was around for
the original is Miranda. And Diane and Dana were around for some touring versions of
it.
Donnell: We talked a little bit already about how this is the reboot now that it has been
ten years. I think watching it, not seeing the first one, that it really touches on a lot of
very important things.
Meda: Things are taking center stage in terms of pop culture today. You look at what’s
happening in Arizona, at the human rights debates. What I love about Luna is that we
can talk about these really heavy complicated topics and yet - we give you that bitter
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●capsulate it in

sugar to make it easier to swallow. This show does that in
i a

Whereas i
in the old GL,the characters embodied the stereotypes , now we are
ig them in

an almost aggressive way. I think that's a little bit new for us , so

ig to see how the audience reacts to that. But I think we're a little more
- about the politics in the show. Which is interesting because on the opposite
ind of the cleanest - not as dirty, naughty, in your face with bad language. It's
“^g that we can be more aggressive, but go back to some of our older shows that
■t of party feel to them,
^ell, I see what you mean. 1 always kind of joke with Patrick because I'm the
nga. Which is so fine with me. I'm kind of joking because everybody's
ul and sweet, and never make me feel like that or anything. But I would say,
3 the rough cut, it's really interesting that some things that aren t part of my
' culture - it's a culture I'm interested in, a culture some of my friends belong to
my culture. There are so many things that affect me in a way that I relate
en there are the things that are more aggressive, things that confront things I
with, that make me uncomfortable. And not uncomfortable in a way that
5 are trying to lambast me, but in a way that makes me think and makes me
that's the kind of response you want,
^t's 100 percent the kind of response we want
^ere and do something that is so narrow

. First ofallj think that if we

that it only speaks to one kind of
been important to us to be

y are we spending money on it? It has always
as universal
»'ou can take the issues of love and identity and separateness
of Latinidad that we're talking
can apply them specifically to the ideas
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about. My hope is - and I'm glad to hear - that they speak to a more universal truth
about everybody's humanity, and yet also put you on edge and make you think and
question. Like, what is my role in all of this? 1 think that came about most for me
personally in Mochos. It really made me question my role in continuing to create the
machismo identity. What is my role as a woman,as a Latina woman,as a queeridentified woman? What is my role in contributing to these stereotypes of masculinity?
Hopefully some of that is coming here. How are we all contributing? How are we when
we wear big hoop earrings and red lipstick and pop gum, how are we contributing to
that idea of a generic Latina, too.
Donnelh Yeah. I ve been having such a great time learning from the stories of the
people during the show. It's been very unique.
Meda: And you're right here learning with us. This is the new generation. We have an
investment, we have an obligation.
Donnell: You know, carrying it over to me and my friends who aren't Latina or Latino.
It works.
Meda: You'd be surprised. People who come who don't identify themselves as Latino,
Latina, come away with something from the show. And that's a testament to true
stories.
Donnell: And I really hope that comes across when I do my show. Since we aren t a
specific group, I think it should be about our age. My friends and I have many things
that could be funny, but could also be that bitter pill.
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Meda: In many ways that's where the Lunaticas came and started from. How do we
cope with life in this day and age? Urban lunacy, road rage, cheating partners...those
kinds of normal, everyday occurrences.
Donnell: And we are in a specific place. I've done so much stuff with Southern culture.
There are Southern characters who remind me of the Comadres.
Meda: We all have our differences, but we share some things. It's about the
construction of culture.
This interview with Alex Meda confirmed my ideas about the translatability of
experience between cultural groups. 1 hoped that in my show, although we may focus
on one cultural group, that we could also reach out to other members of the audience.
Although I interviewed the members of the cast, I found some of my best insights came
from director, Miranda Gonzalez. I interviewed her after the premiere of
Interview Transcription
Date: June 11, 2010
Name: Miranda Gonzalez
Title: Director, Generic Latina: 2010
Donnell: So opening night was last night. How did you feel?
Gonzalez: I was very emotional. I was very proud of the girls. I was in shock. I was in
awe. I couldn't believe that I did it. I couldn't believe that people trusted me. I felt very
honored. They let me do it. They said,"What are your creative thoughts? What are you
thinking?" And we got to run with it. It was awesome.
Donnell: It was really exciting for me to see everything. It's crazy to see where it
started and where it went. Also, you are the person I need to be next semester, because
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I m hoping to direct a show. My main question is how did you keep it all together? So
many different people's stories and personalities and then putting it together into a
show that had its light funny moments and had its dramatic moments. How did you
keep it together?
Gonzalez: I don't know. 1 think 1 was just really honest with myself about things. I was
really honest with the people who were with me through the process. I'm a people
person and I'm also a considerate person, so 1 try my best to just come from an honest
place and really speak from the heart. 1 have this saying: if I'm coming from love, what
will show is love. You can't go wrong with that. Come from a place of love and people
trust you more and they become more flexible and they become more fluid. Don't get
me wrong,there are moments when people have their own ideas or opinions and get
stuck in their idea. That's normal. Of course. I had to talk to myself a lot. It's a process,
It's hard. I am the leader. I am the one saying, maybe this will help, maybe it won't.
People have trouble with that when they're inside struggling as an actor. I'm an actor,
so I get it. Writers are heady. They're different than actors. I was very shocked, too,
that all of my writers let me say,"I'm going to cut that line. Is that all right?" We went
through text analysis of their own stuff. It is not easy.
Donnell: I loved it walking in here, because I feel like everyone is so open to each
other's suggestions.
Gonzalez: That's the thing about ensemble work. You have to be. You have to be an
extremely open person and consider all. There's a hundred and one possibilities. I'd
rather not limit myself and think my possibilities are the only way. I think it's
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important that people feel invested, and I'm invested. It's awesome when people
suggest to me, because that means they are invested. Let's do this.
Donnell: How much of you would you say is in the show?
Gonzalez: 1 would say that when you inspire writing - each of the writing prompts
were my writing prompts - the idea of that generic Latina - and it started with To the
World I Am - I think that 1 have my stamp on every little bit. Which is obvious.
Donnell: Now, you can give me some practical ideas more so than other people can.
The show I'm hoping to work on is a lot like GL:2010 in the way that I want it to be
collaborative. I want my friends and I, who don't really get a chance to write our own
stuff to have a chance to. Because I'm doing my thesis show,so I get a chance to. I've
been thinking about themes, but my friends are from different ethnicities, we're guys
and girls, we're gay and straight, but I think the thing that links us together is that we're
in that environment, we're living at this southern college and trying to do our thing. I
think there are lots of things that we are dealing with - some of us deal with it by being
silly and there are other things we have to do to deal with other things going on with us
and our environment and being the people we are. I think it will be centered around
our age and the place we are in the world. Think that's a good idea?
Gonzalez: I think so. I think that the South is a thing that a lot of people don't
understand. There are a lot of myths about the South, and a lot of truths about the
South. I think it would be interesting to take several different perspectives. Based on
race, based on gender, based on sexuality - it's different.
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Donnell: I hope that people can relate to my show. A lot of people in a college audience
aren't exactly interested in theatre all the time, but whenever we do a show that hits
home, it does.
Gonzalez: You have to be honest. It is an honesty, it is not about being presentational
or showy. If you ever get stuck, it's because you're not being honest. When you try too
hard to be funny or to make an impression, you make none at all, because it's fake. One
thing I've learned about people is that we see through any inauthenticity in the first five
seconds. And when you deal with autobiographical work, you can't fake a minute of it,
not even a second. When it comes to your play, just make sure you guys are really
honest about it. Even in the funny stuff, where is that moment of vulnerability? Here,
we like to make you laugh, laugh, laugh and then sucker punch. It makes you think.
And that's what you need to do. Make these college students think. Let it come from
the inside out.
Donnell: Would you say there are any big difficulties in getting together a show like
this?
Gonzalez: It's a lot of work. It's a lot of brain power. It's difficult to articulate what you
want. So much gets lost in translation. Understand how your brain works. I can't look
at everything together just yet. I needed to separate it. It's such a layering process. You
need to have the set designer, sound designer, lighting designer read the script before
they get into tech week,so that they can come and propose some ideas.
Donnell: I'm imagining I'm going to learn a lot.
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Gonzalez: About yourself, about working with people, about whether you can keep
your cool, about how you make decisions, how you make choices, whether or not you
make sense period, if you're a good communicator. It's an awesome experience.^^

My experience in Chicago was such an informative time. Everything I observed
gave me insight into the direction 1 wished to take my show. 1 built the foundations for
what would later be manifested in Oxford, Mississippi.
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Chapter Two: Oxford
I. How to Begin?: The One-Act Submission
The first step after returning to Oxford consisted of finding a means by which to
produce the play. Whereas Teatro Luna had already established itself as a professional
company and relied on sponsors and personal income,to produce a show in Oxford
would require the acquisition of a place, time and means to produce the show. The
customary way for a student-directed production to gain its footing entails earning
department approval to put on a fringe show. These fringe productions provide for the
independence of the projects, but lack in any financial or design contributions from the
department.
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A yet-Linuscd opportunity arose tor this show, due to the installment ofa night of
student-directed one-acts in the department’s season. The plays to be featured in the
production would be selected by a faculty committee which would judge submissions
proposed by students who wished to direct. This became a valuable option for the
research pursuit, because not only would it provide a venue, but also the department's
monetary resources and ftill use of the design department, including sound, costumes,
stagecraft and lighting. 'I’he proposal form is presented as follows (note: at this point in
the process, the show - which would later be known as Young Blood- was entitled
"Dealing With It" for the preliminary organizational purpose of clarity):

SEASON SELECTION PROPOSAL
Choice:
Show:(Created) Dealing with It
Playwright: Cast-written
Publisher: N/A
Target Audience: University and Oxford Community
Preferred Space: Whatever provided
Cast: Total cast size: 5-7
Number of men/women: Non-gender specific, but preferably an equal
representation of both genders
Number of children: N/A
Racial requirements: Colorblind
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1

Double castlno/Cross

casting: The ensemble would perform in various

pieces/scenes either as interchangeable actors or recurring characters based on
the necessities of the stories selected as script.
Special i equii ements: This is a cast of actors who have either written or
choreographed pieces which will be performed.
Genre (Type): Modern/Realism/Dance/Musical
Time Period; Modern Day
Style: Realism/Dramatic/Devised (though not of an improvisational nature)
Introduction: Dealing with It is the manifestation of my Honors senior thesis work,
collected both over the summer and continuing into the year. This summer 1 was
privileged to work with the ladies of Teatro Luna, a Chicago-based Latina theatre.
These actresses were all very different, yet shared the cultural context of"being Latina".
As the "lone gringa" of the group, I learned many fascinating cultural concepts unlike
my own, but also gained a new respect for the similarities that all human beings share.
While their play Generic Latina: 2010 specifically dealt with issues faced by Latinas, the
method by which they created a cast-written show may be applied to any topic. I
thoroughly documented their process, which included several workshops for writing
and group synchronization as well as more traditional rehearsals. The environment
was well-organized, but also maintained a sense of openness and flexibility with
regards to the show. While technical aspects were more set in stone, there was a
freedom to suggest change in the script (since it was original) and constantly strive to
create the best work possible. The candid nature of the pieces, ranging from musical
numbers to dance and dramatic monologues, brought a realism and topicality to the
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combination of several perspectives proves to be the cure for cliche. The
Wot^

ofTeatro Lu na inspired me to bring together a show expressing stories from

the li

of Ole Miss students.

Brief
%nopsis: This play will represent the collaborative efforts of the students cast. It

^ill b

^ the experiential portion of a senior thesis which I have thoroughly researched

duri
the summer. Using the process work I observed and participated in during my
^Search, I hope to translate to the audience the various perspectives of the actors
involved. The very essence of the piece only requires the creativity and adaptability of
the
Particular actors involved and the guidance and organization of the director. As
such, I

present no script for approval as of yet. The main theme for the show is also its

^^naesake, as the writing, dancing and singing will center on the idea of“dealing with
it".

It

represents the issues we face as young people in our time and place, possibly

including gender, sexuality, ethnicity, family, friendships, social groups and/or
niQturity. The play will consist of many scenes following a pattern of themes and
interlaced with some recurring characters. With the wealth of dancers, actors and
singers we possess in the department, I feel that it would be possible to incorporate at
least one dance piece and live musical performance. Some ideas to be materialized
already include: a rock ballad dedicated to Adderall, a recurring group of sorority girls
providing insight, a dance piece about the death of a friend and a monologue including
other pantomiming actors called “Woman like a Man”. Some pieces will be humorous,
some will be dramatic, but all will have the authentic feel of very current selfexpression.
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about
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Guest Artist: N/A

I
i!

Anticipated remuneration: N/A
r

How many people will be involved:
I

Theatre students: 5-7 actors, 5-6 crew (dressers, SM, Board operators)
i.

i

Others: Possibly 2 (help with sound design, writing)
I

Possible Total: 10 - 15 people involved (actors, crew, students, non-students)

w
M:

!

1

Rehearsal space needed: Isom, at least 3 weeks of rehearsal with 1 week for workshop
(discussion, writing prompts, improvisation, editing), possibly dance studio for 2

H;

P'

weeks.
*If accepted by the committee, I would like 1 preliminary meeting for my actors far in
advance of other one-act rehearsals so that the creative process may begin. After that
point, I can set meetings on a more individual basis to allow for various schedules while
simultaneously keeping up with the process before we truly begin rehearsals.*
'i
tr
'S
'I

Costume Requirements: The show will probably include several costume changes, but
nothing out of the realm of the pull-able. *lf by chance a writer experiences a brilliant

,1

epiphany that concerns a more complex (built) piece early in the writing process, the
costume shop will be consulted concerning feasibility. If the request is denied, the
fp
It

il,

writer will have to get creative. It's the beauty of a fluid-mosaic like this show.*
.■

1 1

^1
● Ir

Final Note: Although this production is a bit nontraditional and does not include a
script, I sincerely ask for the full consideration of the committee. Collaborative
ventures require a little more trust usually, but I know with the help of a group of my
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fellow students that we can create something entirely original and really put

on a

show.17

As a result, the proposal was accepted. This answered many of the design
concerns, as well as solving the basic problem of how the production would initially get
as
off the ground. The play would be performed

one of two shows presented as the

Night of One Acts.
n. Assembling the Ensemble
The next task in developing the show involved selecting an ensemble. This was a
very important step in the process after the experience in Chicago. The material for the
show as well as the creative direction would derive from the ideas and opinions of the
assembled cast. Several considerations were necessary in order to shape an
appropriate show for the atmosphere of Oxford, which would prove a marked
distinction from the work done at Teatro Luna.
The cast of GL:2010 consisted of all Latinas and spoke to issues generated by
Latinas. In this way, the show highlighted the experiences of Latinas in a way which
could appeal to a larger audience, but at the same time was in some ways constricted to
that specific demographic. In Oxford, the stories of Latinas would provide a very
interesting show, but not one that could be thoroughly understood by the community as
it was in Chicago, where Latino culture is very prominent. In order to truly
communicate a relevant message, the scope of the show was adjusted from a rather
specific cultural group, that of Latinas, to a more wide spanning group, that of Ole Miss
students. This group retained specificity, in that Ole Miss students exist as a unique
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What brought you to Ole Miss?

What is your major?

Describe your interests and hobbies.

What is your favorite Ole Miss memory thus far?

What is your least favorite Ole Miss memory thus far?

Describe your closest friend(s) at Ole Miss.

What do you like most about the Ole Miss/Oxford community?

What do you dislike most about the Ole Miss/Oxford community?

In what ways do you feel particularly at home with the community?

Have you ever felt like an outsider in the community?

Have you ever experienced prejudice or discrimination because of your gender,
sexuality, race or religious beliefs in Oxford/Ole Miss?

Have you witnessed prejudice or discrimination towards others in Oxford/Ole Miss?

Can you dance, sing, play an instrument? Any other special skills?

Are there any other details about yourself that you would wish to share?^®
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Notifications were posted in Isom Hall, the main theatre class building, and this
email was also sent out to the theatre students:
Attention Theatre Students:
Get excited! Ole Miss Theatre will have its first audition for the Spring semester this
weekend.
Auditions for Anna Donnell's play in the Night of One Acts will be this Saturday November
13 at 6:30 PM in Isom 202(Second Floor Studio). If you are unable to attend Saturday,
please get in touch with Anna to talk about meeting at an earlier date or on Sunday.
Please note, this audition will NOT be a cattle call or a cold reading. You will NOT need to
prepare a monologue or song for this audition. You WILL need to fill out an audition form,
available in the front office. Please pick one up, fill it out and bring it to the audition. The
forms will be available starting Wednesday (November 10).
Anna's piece will be a collaborative effort on the part of the cast: Basically, the cast will
bring together their ideas to write and craft a very unique play based on original material.
She asks that you just be yourself at auditions.
Please note that this is a University of Mississippi Department of Theatre Arts main stage
show. Therefore, if you are enrolled in a performance class or are on a theatre merit
scholarship for performance, attendance is mandatory. Please talk to Anna if you have a
conflict.
So, main points:
Auditions for Anna Donnell's One Act
Saturday
November 13, 2010
6:30 PM
Isom 202
Bring Audition Form available in front office.

Thanks and can't wait to see you there!
Anna Donnell
(601)278-8684
aedonnel@olemiss.edu
19

she's got facebook, too.
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focusing specifically on her photography, and had a comprehensive sense of taste in
artistic endeavors. I knew that she would be the perfect source for guidance in terms of
the visual impact of the show, musical inspirations and stories. I needed someone with
an artistic mindset who was not a theatre person to give me a second opinion on my
concepts. Kate was a masterful writer. Gavin brought music and a sense of the serious.
Danny was a powerful young black man who could dance and rap. Christian spoke so
eruditely about sensitive issues, such as his se.xuality. jay brought wit. Logan could
relate to the fraternity guys as well as anyone else with his extroversion. Morgan told
stories wonderfully. Nicole was a sassy sorority girl who could dance circles around
anyone. All were different, but all were alike in the fact that they possessed gifts and
ideas which needed to be expressed. Included in the Appendix B are the audition forms
as completed by the cast members.
IV. Department Involvement
Since the show would be produced as part of the Ole Miss theatre season, 1
would be aided by many people in the department through the course of the show. Joe
Turner-Cantu, head of the acting program, was the advisor to both Sam and myself. He
watched rehearsals and gave me copious notes and suggestions. Carey Hanson as
department chair oversaw the publicity of the show. My costume designer was Lydia
Reed, a costume student. Dex Edwards designed my set, and was also in charge of my
props and projections. Michael Barnett designed the lighting. Jared Spears

was in

charge of the building of my set and of my stage crew. My sound designer was Jim
Jackson. I was also provided with a student stage manager, Sam Moore, to assist me
with each rehearsal and communication with the department. My personal interaction
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Our first rehearsal took place ]anuary

2011 in Isom Hall. This meeting

served to discuss what the cast had been working on over the break and as an
opportunity for me to clarify the direction 1 hoped for m the production process. My
first impressions after speaking to the cast were very favorable, I'.ach member
participated actively in the discussion of the show . giving opinions and s
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progression involving the central ideas or intrcxluction, conflict and celebration. These
three themes served as classitications by which the cast could better shape their stories
in order to create a clearer sense ot concentration and tlow in the show. Included in the
Appendix C is our original rehearsal schedule.
B. The Development of Hach Piece
The creative prcK'ess began with the first day of rehearsal and did not end until
opening night. Although rough drafts of all scenes used in the show were completed in
the first three weeks, we utilized all the time we could in the process of constantly
rewriting the script. The completed script included seventeen short scenes. By
examining each individually, one may trace the progression from idea to the stage, and
also observe the influences given by my time with Teatro Luna.
Much thought went into how we should begin the show. VVe needed to start with
something that caught the audience's attention and created a set-up tor the nature of
the show. Morgan and jay may be credited as the originators of the idea to place the
cast in the audience at the beginning of the show. As the cast continued to discuss this
prospect, it was suggested that the piece strive to directly vocalize the opinions of many
Theatre 201 students toward University theatre productions. Within the theatre
department at Ole Miss, Theatre 201 students are the dreaded attendees of our theatre
survey class, who often bring a great deal of cynicism and disinterest to the
performances which they must see for class. Therefore, the cast took on the personas of
various students - the person talking on a cell phone, the sorority girl ready to go to a
date party, etc. This started the show with a bang by catching the audience unawares
and immediately bringing them into the action.

After the rdther tiisrii|ni\ e pr esiu)\v i iurodiu tion. we telt that j dear transition
was necessary to estabiish the lact for the audience that the show had truly be-?un.
Therefore, we placed our Keal World i'ldvo m tins place in the order of the show. 'Fhe
Real World Video expressed ihe i^rechtum JUitude with which we decided to approach
the show. We wanted to audience to recognize that we knew the show was an artistic
representation of reality, not reality itself. 'I'he cast wished to reach the audience more
frankly by breaking down the harriers ot willing suspension of disbelief. The video was
purposefully cheesy - introducing the players with hold subtitles, artificial poses and
generic music. The idea to involve the concept of MTV"s The Real World in the show
came from Jay. Originally, we had discussed creating se\'eral filmed scenes in parody to
the TV show or even making the entire theme of the show a parody of it. but the idea
was eventually concentrated into this one segment. VVe felt that this would allow us to
keep more variety in the pieces we could incorporate into the show. Theatre students
Jordan Berger and Houston Settle filmed the piece over a two-day period. The only
script was an adaptation of the Real World introduction, and the blocking of the shots
was purely improvised. This segment gave the cast, as well as myself, the enjoyment of
exploring our creativity and thinking on our feet. It was made possible to display on the
stage because of the use of projections. I believe this piece was inspired by GL: 2010's
spirit of group connection, reference to pop culture, sense of play, and use of mixed
media.
The Only Black Guy was an original song created by Jay years before this
production. However, I knew that its comedic, musical approach to race would bring an
appropriate touch to the show. Also, we made several changes to the piece to adapt it
.S7

for the show. |ay included verses which mentioned the Stanky Leg and Barack Obama
to make it more relevant. Whereas Jay had performed the song in the past with guitar
accompaniment, we made use of Gavin's ukelele skills and he acted as both the
instrumentalist and a source of comedic tension. When he sings the word "nigger", it
draws attention to that while jay said the same word, Gavin should not say it as a white
man. We brought Danny in as an additional layer to this joke, when he crosses the back
of the stage pounding his fist at a white person saying the word. The use of live musical
performance brought in the idea from Teatro Luna that a devised work may include
various genres, as with their musical number Don't Wax Like that in Brazil. I staged the
piece close in proximity to the audience, as a sort of welcome to the actual performance,
after they had participated in the very improvisational pre-show and rather distanced
video clip.
Girl Talk developed as an attempt to portray female perspectives in our
generation. Kate and Nicole created the piece in an early rehearsal. The idea for the
piece was reminiscent of the Comadres scene in GL:2010, in which women spoke
conversationally about possibly taboo subjects for women to discuss in our society.
Therefore, Kate and Nicole wrote candid dialogue spoken by two college girls coming
home after a party night. One of the jokes in the piece, the one regarding the "bases" of
sexual activity (first base, second base, third base, and the home -run), actually derived
from a conversation Kate had once with her roommate. The scene also began a running
gag of Nicole being dressed in a provocative nurse's costume. This costume had once
been her own Halloween costume. Bad Bromance was created in a way to parallel Girl
Talk. It embodied the male version of the slice-of-life depiction of some how college
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guys speak to each other. Like (Url Talk, it wjs drawuv^ upon situations seen or heard
by its writers, Gavin and Logan. The diaU)gue was crude, and attempted to poke tun at
the stereotypical idea ot the fraternity mormiyg-alter. This was one or'the easier scenes
to develop, because ot the etticiency and creativity to which the boys approached it, 1
allowed them to improvise much ot the dialogue at first, until we put it to page.
1 think that my justification as director and editor for including much of the
graphic language and drug-use of both this scene and Girl Talk came from the idea 1
picked up in Chicago that life should be depicted realistically, even if it is unpleasant, in
order to portray it in a true fashion. These scenes may have caused a bit of discomfort
to the audience, but they were an accurate portrayal of the way some college-age
students think, speak and act. Both of these scenes utilized simple color projections on
the panels behind the stage to accent the pieces.
Adderall illustrated an excellent example of the role of collaboration in the show.
It was set as a marijuana-fueled dream rock ballad following the Bromance scene. The
original idea for a rock ballad dedicated to Adderall was mine. It was majorly inspired
when I was in Chicago and saw Don't Wax like That in Brazil. 1 thought it would be very
interesting to create a musical number which comically praised the presence of the
drug Adderall in a college student's life. During some of our early writing sessions, I
presented the idea, and ]ay opted to write the lyrics and basic melody. The transition
from word to song was completed when Gavin enlisted the aid of his producer and
friend Misha Hercules. Misha volunteered to take the song into his studio, where he and
Gavin recorded all of the instrumental and vocal tracks for the song. It was amazing to
have a professional studio recording for our show. When it came to staging, I
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2010.
T'hree scenes of the play were dedicated to personal stories contributed by
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these pieces he decided to focus on the subject of his identity as a young
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reminded of the uncomfortable feeling that I experienced at Teatro Luna

whenever \ wqui^j hear about discrimination towards Latinos. 1 felt that my eyes had
been
to problems which I had never quite understood. To me,Christian's pieces
were an
^^l^empt not only to tell a story, but to open the hearts and minds of some
audience

^^mbers who may have never really thought about the issues he discussed,

Onginali
brought me pages of writing, and it was my task to format it for the stage,
words were so erudite, I thought the best approach to his scenes was
the
powerful monologue. Christian emerged much like the character of the
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Generic Latina in GL; 20JO,.
a reairnng char.
ictor wlu) was set apart by the basic way he
was staged. As the devel

opment contiiuied, ligluing ett'ects and projections

accompanied the
monologues, (.hi isiian s work tit very well into our original model of
introduction

'Conflict and celebration.

H'S first ni
piece followed the I'ake ID scene. It was the first of the truly serious
pieces. He recou

med the time in junior high school when he was forced to take a

mental evalu
3fion because his classmates had ridiculed him for his sexuality. Jim, our
sound designer

'■^corded Nicole's voice for the interviewer's questioning, and then

warped it so that it sounded very clinical and detached. We also made use of several
projections to oi
8've the audience a sense ot being in a school hall or mental institution,
Chri
second monologue was much darker, and was featured after Love the
Way You Lie,

’ feel iIt was the most frightening piece in the show. He recounts the time

that he and
Roommate were harassed and threatened by Ole Miss students for their
homosexuality Since we were using tall panels as set pieces, I thought it would be very
powerful if
Logan and Danny stood with backlighting so that their menacing
shadows
be seen looming over Christian. They also shouted obscenities from
behind the
Panel, which forced Christian to amplify his volume and gave a real
momentui^ to

^he climax of the scene.

Th
^

of Christian's monologues gave the show a message of triumph and

celebration^
'
how Chri
isti
of him.

Th .

monologue preceded the final scene of the play. It told the story of
Came out to his parents, and how they showed their love and acceptance
touched me, because of its genuine quality. My main direction to

Christian W
to speak the piece as if his parents were actually in the audience. A great
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L

deal of my inspiration for such u senles oi personal and candid nieces came from
watching CL: 20i0’s scenes about Lauren \'illi*i;as' name chanj^e and Urban rineapple.
Editing this

^3terial proved a challeni;e tor me, because Christian and 1 bad to be very

honest with each other when cboosim; what lt o keep and what to cut. In the end. 1
believe We achieved a strong beginning, middle iiiul end to his story, giving the audience
a specific person to follow in the show and bopofully presenting them with a
perspective they could understand in a new way.
performed bis original rap Conccmplation following Christian s first
monologu

Marilyn Camacho’s performance in (',L: 2010 greatly inspired my wish to

include
in the show 1 knew that the modern poetry of the piece would appeal to
many stud ents

on campus 'fhe piece itself focused on Danny’s thoughts and dreams for

his life. Wh
Danny and 1 discussed this piece, we spoke to each other about how many
young Afri
Americans face low expectations for their lives. By using his powerful
stage pcgg

ence and creative skill, Danny attempted to send the message to the audience

thatapej,,
Son must strive for bis or her dreams and can overcome obstacles. For the
show,li^
helped us speed up the tempo of the original recording, so that the piece
could taij
^ona more energetic momentum.
^
based i^-

Say No became the anthem for every girl who had dated a jerk. Morgan
of several of

wanteu to
right

experiences. She claimed that it was what she always

^uy, but never

tn

play the ton

pad the courage to say. We had an interesting time finding the
for her outburst. At first, we tried the scene with Logan. While

Logan
great job

Morgu’^ said that she felt she could connect more to the piece

with
V's
Acting stylo-

Jay tried the scene and eventually played the part onstage. This
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scene was the set-up tor Love the Wav You Lie because it bei’an the exploration ot
relationship problems.
I'Ovethe Way You Lie is another j^reat example ot the collaborative ettort. hrom
the onset, 1 hoped to include a dance piece m the show. The idea tor the piece came
from Bailey. She had heard the Rihanna/Hmmem song Love (he Way You Lie and
thought it Would be fantastic to choreograph a dance about violence in relationships.
he reasoned that in college, our relationships become much more adult, and
fortunately she and 1 both had observed examples of violent relationships amongst
our friends.

explained the idea to Nicole, who choreographed the dance with

Danny. The dance became a story piece about the abusive relationship between the two
characters.

decided to add another layer of meaning to the story by having Bailey

photograph Danny and Nicole as the happy couple. These pictures were projected
during the dance to create a contrast between the loving images and the painful dance.
Love the Way You Lie and Christian's second monologue, we featured a
monolog^g

. I had thought about
'Written by Bailey about the death of her friend Morgan

the
concept of this piece before the show began, when I was in Chicago. I saw the scene
as a
in GL. 20io about West Side Story in Sweden, which featured dancing and music
monologue was being performed. Also, Bailey had expressed to me her experience
dealing witj^

death. When we came together as collaborators on the show, I

thought it Would be appropriate to address the story onstage. Bailey gathered journal
entries abo

her feelings toward the incident, which 1 helped her edit. AtTeatro Luna,

several Of ti,e pieces were not performed by their writers, and that is what we decided
to do for
this piece. 1 chose

Morgan to present the monologue, and asked Nicole if she
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■'■ip tor Love the Wav You l.ie boiMUSO it boston ilu' t N

ploiMtion ot

)lems.
'ffort. I'Tom
You /, ic IS onoihcr Ki Vvil example )t the col to bo roll VO <ce came
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in Chicago-

I saw

the scene

and music as a
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ed to me

her experience

had express
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colla borators
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as
red journal
t ogether
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Bailey
on stageLuna,
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the story
edit
AtTeatro
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is being performed

■

1 ■

'

The Party Scene tlirecily iollou oil as a rauirn to colobralion, 1 mveiUed this
. VVe
"'ontage of music and activity to hnni> the spirit ol the audioiu o members up aRain
wanted to quickly express the teelinj^s ot trieMidship. debcUichery and then love at first
sight in one fell swoop. It was Gavins idea to use the soni> "Young Folks" by Peter Bjorn
and John, Nicole's idea to use "Hypnoti/c" by the Notorious B.l.G. and a triend ot mine
gave me the idea to use "Hoppipolla” by Si^ur Ros.
Christian's final monologue followed The Party Scene, and after that we ended
the show with ;ust5/tt/nc;/T/ie End. The final scene had been an idea of mine from the
beginning. 1 thought about my happiest moments in college, and realized that they
were at the end of a late night as I sat talking with all of my closest friends. I expressed
idea for that scene to the cast, and it brought back warm memories for all of us. We
decided to end the show with friendship, with the comfort of friends at the end of a long
day. I think this scene represents my farewell to Ole Miss and to college: the time in my
life when 1 found my best friends. The cast improvised a lot of this scene every night,
because I wanted it to feel as natural as possible.
The full script may be found in the Appendix D.

VI. Challenges
A. Within the Ensemble
Two major challenges greatly influenced our work as a cast. The first was simply
a matter of scheduling. With The Uganda Project also occurring at the same time as our
rehearsals, national theatre auditions at their peak in the Spring season as well as
Spring Break,there was very little actual time for us to collaborate as a complete unit.
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In

"●■der

'onid

^0 curb this d dliculty, I m.uif tho tulU'sl uso possii'le ut tho tmii's when "'e

all be

together. Wh (-‘n We were sep.u\Uetl. 1 ili\ iiieJ ihe rehearsals into sections

for
"''ailabi,

^scenes. I feel that though this was a ditliaili prold em. I org. inizecl the

Sals in such a
'-vay as to make the best ot the situation.

T'he second i

is sue Working with the cast involved the process ot editing mater

The

P provided
state

"’y cast

lai .

so much material, that my lite tor the show may be described as in

editing. This challenge was purely a matter of judgment, and luckily

‘■awarded

with a great deal of trust in handling their stories. It was an

^s director to keep tabs on every aspect of a show like this.

Bj'Vi

fie ^^Itrnent
though 1 experienced some challenges as a director*, the greatest

^hali
m
Sense

'forking with a theatre department. 1 feel that I understand the artistic

ofdi
^^cting far more than the practical sense. 1 had never worked with an entire

‘^epartnie n t's
task of a
Which I

show like mine, either. After the process, I developed several critiques

^hi nk

one-acts. In

^^sources before, and also the Theatre Department had never taken on

^hl aid the department in its further efforts to produce student-directed

*^any ways, I think Young Blood was a learning experience for everyone

involveci.
Pir
would
issues

Heed

such

1 feel that as a director I was not properly informed as to the procedures I
1^0 foil ow working with the Department. A preliminary meeting to discuss
^s scheduling, production meetings, stage managers and designer

relati
Would have been very helpful in my understanding of how we all should
work to
^^ther. I felt that many times when 1 had questions I did not know to whom I
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shouldaddressthemandalsoih.uiluM-o woro o,i;osiio5>s 1 siuniKl hvivo boon askini^ but
did not think to ask the m.

A mooUni; lo siari ib.o u hoio proooss would huvo oLirihod

niany things.
Secondly, 1
not u ndorsland why produouon mooungs tor tho one-acts did not
begin the
before its season. as are done with most productions in the
department.
'

that I w as receiving leedback trom the designers a week before the

show, which
have been handled far more efficiently if discussed well ahead of
time.
^''e^one
^ould have been on the same page. For example, at the last production
"’feting, days bef

tech rehearsal, I was told that the show would have to be edited

from an hour
^^d ten minutes to fifty minutes. This would mean cutting twenty
minutes of
^ show over a period of a few days. If I had been told earlier in production
th^
on myself

^^ocess of making that cut would have been far less stressful on my cast.

^nd

the designers,
communication with the department was made exceedingly difficult by

the fact th
^ ^as not assigned a Stage Manager until weeks into my process. By that
point, I h
"^alr
the responsibility for all of the aspects of the show. The
Cady taken on
transiti
ot\f^CltT\
my organization to hers could have been much smoother if we had been
workin
^'“^g^ther before the rehearsals began. Also, this would have facilitated a much
easier Co
^rn^nication petwocn myself and everyone else in the department, because of
rehea
^sai
^^Ports.
1
me.
Very rateful for the opportunity that the Theatre Department provided
I
woui^ ^
able to accomplish the production of this show without its aid.
never been
Also, \
Uriri
, 4- the Department was experiencing a shift in Department Chair
^erstand that tn^
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position, that our advisor dad uisi to

oac :< . 1 ;v. a sab-\iiu.il a:ui ihal the fall season

had experienced productions ot itraiul scale,

1 lo\vi‘\ i‘r. at linu's it lelt that the show wms

h^'ogthrown at me as much as it was heinp piven. to nu'. While that it is .i strong
statement, 1 only offer it as a challenge to the nepartmeiu so that thev mipht e.ive tlu'ir
^^odentdirectors a bit mor support in the tuture.
Production

^^-Huhlicitv
Before the show pro..●micM-ed, there were several attempts to pu

bhcT/.e the event. 1

●cotinted lor the allei'idanco aut\
^hat the amount of publicity we were ‘^iven acc
interest of many of the patrons. The fii'st came in an article written by Charles
^nhinsor, for the Daily Mississippian, announcing the Spring season, and explaining the
%/it

On e Acts. That article may he found in the Appendix H. Another article was
in The Local Voice and was written by tirayson l^ussell, leatureil as Atipendix 1'.

The

interview with Grayson allowed me to redect on many ot ilie aspects oft lie show

Before
y^ars

Ts opening

although 1 am fairly certain I never saiii that ‘

old”2i. A radio

commercial was also recorded announcing the production.

Po
filers Were placed a
htledzi
night.
of/)
Pro

theatre is one t hoiiSiUid

round Oxford. Carey organized a meet and greet discussion panel

r.
,,,7-/1 t/ieArt/stswhich was held in
Evening

Meek Hall before the show opening

T'hi s gave Sam Damare, the director of Doll H ouse, Derek Van Barharn, V\\e \VV\Vev
Douse Bailey and myself to answer questions about the shows and explain our

example of the email invitation to th e event:
^^Sses. Here is an
Evening with the Artists
6;00pm March 29th
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'k

NU't'k ll.ill KoiHii \ 20

Hlood.
to meet iho crealors ot Doll's House uiul 'loun.^

iTOOpm^;:
11 be.uindlrl
he served. Opening nielu pertonoum^y^

SJihow
1 ran u

^One Acts opened Tuesday Mai'ch

util Sunday Apn

-011- ^

The

(

1 Poll House.
plood aiu

''pletod eight performances ot both )ouog

.m,Saturd;'y‘>'’‘*

at two p

formed at eight pan. every night and also

-this ra ther leng
'3ll h ouse size of Meek accounted toi

thy university run.
nights

with

-ien ced some
Iso expel
f>ouses were sold out, but we a

for some
art troll

^l e-free, except

ms. Our runs were tor the most p
While

the run

^ I know that
was exhausting

:

p rojections or mislaid props.

'joyed it.
aspect ofthe
was a

very

dience
eption of the piece

an ensemble. After

the show

by the au

to be entirely

written
alb

ha d not

watching and
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jo nship
a reat relat'

create
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1
we glen
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than
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I feel
view
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A

r

f

did not truly get a realistic exiH'ririH c o;

e sl'.O'.N .is

.is ;h

u p.’.i'vi tv'C tb.e ci owd.

! not it'ncvnv.t it -.s te.il'ai evl in tb.e .\p[H'iuli\ tl.
Still,the review was complimem.iry. i!
Popular feedback on the* show itavi* nu* a bflUM' si*p.si' vM the siu coss of luir
creation. These were not published reviews, hut to the actor they are jH'rhaps even
f^ore important. Hvery audience was tricked by our preshow pertormance. l-orse\’eral
of the performances, each individual scene receivenl applause, between shows, the
octors would share stories of people who recoj;ni7.ed them from the show and told them
thatit was wonderful, hilarious, etc. This gave the cast a real sense ot accomplishment,
'received one email that encouraged me a gre at deal from a local Oxford resident and
supporter of the arts, Ron Shapiro;
"That play '^as so damn good. 1 mean re ally good. 1 mean really good. 1 mean
23

really good.

i
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£lssing.Rsmari^
Ina jourri
^
brought me from Oxtord, Mississippi to Chicago, Illinois and
feel I
have
truly gained so much knowledge about the nature of theatre and
become so
^Uch
rnor
^ in touch with myself. The show 1 created in Oxford embodied
many of the th
erne
^ ^ iearned with the innovators at Teatro Luna, but was also
incredibly

back again, l

Looking back on the time 1 have spent examining collaborative

theatre. 1

Ve
S*"Ovvn to recognize its difficulties as well as its rewards. The process of

bringing tog^
deal of tho

'■^er a group of varied individuals to create a new work required a great
''ght.

Physic al stamina and positive energy. 1 can safely say that Young Blood

became the
much ab Out

taxing and ambitious project of my life thus far. However, 1 learned

SO

as a writer, director and human being by working with my cast and
presentir^
^
beneficial t o

show to the public. The experience from Chicago to Oxford proved truly
as an artist. 1 fe®''

enabled to create a work of theatre that

Possess^^j
power to reach out to others.
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Ping Chong & Company
Undesirable Elements/Secret History
Participant Information Form- BACKGROUND
please answer these questions to the best of your knowledge. Do not worry if you do not know an
answer,just write that you do not know. Please use the back of this form or another page if you need
more room to write. Use as much space as necessary^.
What is your full name? Do you have a separate traditional/cultural name?
YukakoYamada
What is your current profession?
Japan Outreach Initiative Coordinator
Where and when were you born (Date, year, city, country)?
May 13™, 1981, Hekinan, Japan
What time of day were you bom and what season/time of year was it in your country/culture (rainy
season, winter, harvest time)?
Late spring; not hot, not cold, plants are blooming, beautiful and comfortable season.
How much did you weigh at birth?
About 2800g.
Did anyone ever tell you any special stories of the day you were born (you were born during a blizzard,in
a taxi, on your mother's birthday, you came out green, etc)
Not really. It was very hard for my mother because I was a first bom child. It took for a long time to give birth.

Does your name have any special meaning, and were you named for anyone?
Someone who is famous and professional to give names gave my parents various names and they chose my
name. Yu; an image of calm, peaceful, wildness... etc, Ka; being pretty like a flowers, Ko; is added at the end
for girls
How many brothers and sisters do you have? What is your place in the birth order?
I have three; me, brother, sister.

What is your earliest memory?
I make a frond of mine cry at a kindergarten.

What language did you speak growing up? What language(s) do you speak at home now?
Japanese.
What are/were your parents names? What is/was their profession?
Father: Kazuo who is a teacher at elementary school
Mother: Akiko who is a house wife working at library at school as a part-time worker.
Do yon know your grandparents' names and professions? If so, please write below. Also note if yon knew
your grandparents while growing up.

1

ping Chong & Company
Undesirable Klemcnts/Sccret History
Participant Information Form- BACKGROUND
Father’s side
°®^er.r?whowasa teacher.!passed away
Tomie who worked at a company.
Mother’s side
^fethen Shojiro who was a teacher.
^^Imother. Sumiko who was a housewitc.(passed away)
How did your parents meet? Are there any stories about their courtship or wedding?
Iheardthat they met a class on campus. My fail^cr was in 4-ycar umvcrsilv, my mother was in 2-year collage
^they shared with campus. One day he attended a collage class which was recreation class or something
J^^ehe didn’t study well and he needed a grade to graduate. I'hcy met there and started going out but after
fgr^uation,somehow they stopped seeing each other. However,'they thought that they liked each other so
M afew years later, they started dating again to get married.
How did your grandparents meet? Are there any stories about their courtship or wedding?
niarriage meeting. She ^ew up m wealthy family. Yet when she was a teenager, her father or uncle
^ed their business and lost a lot of properties. So that it was difficulty for her to find one to get married
J’mally she found him and got married.
Flease share any unique or unusual stories about your family’s history

Hnot bom in the US, what year did you arrive in the US and how old were you?
20 years old
H not bom in the US,what was the first “American
Macdonald stuff.

meal that you ate?

What are some traditional foods from your culture? Do you eat these now?
^so IS one of traditional foods from Japanese culture. When 1 in Japan, I have Miso soup twice every day so I
bought that I will miss one after coming to US.
^at are some holiday,festival, or ceremonial traditions from your culture? Describe in as much detaU
as possible(wedding ceremony, naming ceremony, harvest festival, etc). Do you currently
observe/celebrate them?
At the wedding, a bride goes out from her own house wearing white wedding kimono and neighbors celebrate
ber. Her family gives neighbors small souvenirs like a box of chocolate. I saw that when I was elementary
student but not anymore.
At 15**" in August, we celebrate for our ancestors. We make a horse with a concombre and cow with a eggplant
A horse means ancestors come here from another world as soon as possible. A cow means ancestors stay here as
iong as possible and go back to another world late. We make a fire to welcome ancestors and after we send
them, we bum everything. I heard that many people don’t do this event anymore. They don’t have even an alter
at their home anymore.
We have a lot of foods in New Year’s day. Seven days after a new years day, we have “nanakusa-gayu which
means rice gmel with seven herbs. It wishes your health the year and take a rest your stomach because your
stomach would be tired of a lots of foods in New Years Day.

Ping Chong & Company
Undesirable Elements/Secret History
Participant Information Form- BACKGROUND
If not born in [city of current residencci how long have you lived here, and what brought you here?
I live in Oxford and will be here for 2 years. My organization Global Partnership and Laurasian Institute decided
to send coordinator to Mississippi so that 1 am here.

How is your cultural identity reflected in your daily life (foods, traditions, activities, etc)
I think ^cultural Identity reflects in your daily life every time. Yet 1 also have gotten used to it If you say “I
prepare for lunch for you tomorrow” to an American, she would imagine peanut butter and jerry sandwiches but
I would cook rice balls. Your culture identity reflects at even such a little things.
Foods are fine here, however, the way to take nutritions are different Particularly, irons and minerals are
difficult to take in daily life with only American foods.
Religion is a one of big parts of reflecting my cultural identity. It is amazing for me to see so many people are
belonging to the religious. I haven’t thought about my religious in Japan but that have asked me what you
believe in.
In a relationship, I often say “1 am sorry” but Americans hardly say it
Was there a person in your life who had a profound influence on shaping the person you are today? If so,
please give an example of how he/she influenced you.
I think everyone that I met has had profound influence on me.
Have you struggled with issues of cultural identity? How do you currently identify yourself?
I haven’t had that yet

Do you have memories of feeling like an outsider/other in your culture of origin and/or current
community?
Yes. There was not speciEil incidents at all but sometimes I feel that way. Sometimes can be anytime. For
example, when I am going shopping at Walmart, when I am driving somewhere, when I am working at my
office, etc.

Have you experienced direct or indirect racism or discrimination?
Not to me yet

Have you witnessed racism or discrimination within your community towards others?
Sometimes they discuss that on Daily Mississippian which is a campus newspaper. As for personal experiences,
1 haven’t had that yet
What are some assumptions that people make about people from your culture?
I do not understand the question. I am sorry.

What are some of the major issues that you see as currently pressing within your community?
I would say that religious thing because people recommend me to believe their god.

i

Ping Chong & Company
Undesirable Eiements/Secret History
Participant Information Form- BACKGROUND
What do yon like about living in [city of current residence]
Oxford is calm and quiet. There are a lot of nature. It is a kind of cosmopolitan because it is a campus city. That
makes me live in easier.

What do you dislike about living in [city of current residence]
Driving manner is not good here. Public transportation is not common in Oxford. There is particularly nothing
to do in this city.
If not currently living in your culture/country of birth, what do you miss?
I miss my family, friends and my mother’s taste.

Where is “home” for you?
Okazaki city.

How did you hear about this project, and why do you want to participate?
I thought it was interesting project because this project focuses on individual history, not the history on a
textbook. We often forget that we are a part of history. And naturally people are interested in someone’s life
even if they don’t ask.
Are there any other details about yourself that you wish to share?
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I’arucipani Int'ormaiion I'onn
Background
answer these questions to the host of \ our knowledge. Do not worry if you do not know an
please
answef'Just leave that section blank. I ’sc as much space as necessary.
jsyour full name? What name do you go by ’ Do \ ou have a nickname?
/ o.
Does your name have a special meaning, and are > ou named for anyone?
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Where and when were you born (Date, year, country)'.’ What is your age?
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How many brothers and sisters do you have'.’ What is your place in the birth order?
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What language(s) did you speak growing up'? What language(s) do you speak now?
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What is your favorite Ole Miss memory thus far?
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Have you ever experien^ ,
or discrimimuion because of your gender, sexuality, race or
preiudice
religious beliefs in Oxf
^'■^/Ole Mi^s?

Have you witnessed
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rce or discrin'iioation towards others in
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Po you like to dance,

\ f-

Oxford/Ole Miss?

play an
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instrument? Any other special skills?
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Are there any other details bout yourself that you would wish to share?
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Young Blood
An Original One-Act
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/
i Hi
X

After a short wi
lAV -,rrs
IaH,A\ . S v'.o:
.U'.C naKos a hee-hne tor the door. )AY begins to say,
“Hey. Man, V‘>u (. an I s’nnkr ;n
n
r. .11 r
v'.fM
:'■ IaH'iAN then begins to argue with |AY in
exasperated tone M) 'h.il U'.r .uni; n:u ●
t-r. ,ts ANNA bocms to notice os ANNA'S lines continue.)
Afewannouiu rrr, >;nis
c v. t ;?rs:
c -oo-.v !v.,
.u lirst to whole audience, but then focuses in
on CHRISTIAN
on
his
niinn,nut
i.AVIN
t'l.u
n.;
tnusu
Mom
his MAC) If ever>'«h>^
cell phone
are emerKun’.^,
;
“ ''''' ''
!' >-h photofiraphy or video recording. Also, there
« minutest ,n
>’'v Icit and right. The show runs about an hour and
longer igno uv"
'"'-’.on wuh concessions after the first show...fANNA can no
improv so u
V,'"
'
"e mcrediblv natural and therefore we usually
anna- Hev , „' I' ■'
'''""Ple ot ,l,.,iogue n is siibiect to change in the actual scene.)

lAY: Look A ™; 7
ANNA- it’

1

'"’"■y .ibonl this
|

LW
vou nn nd heading back to your seat The show is just

LOGAN: Well s,.7'"' ''
that cancer woul71‘"',''
rather be star mf u

-'Ium- tirst act if you need a break...
cpcui-r
">«‘ng ''’'■'re I decided that this is HORSESHIT and
'"e beginning of this boring as shit show. Personally. 1 d
on the road to wasted. Might have even been drinking a
art.

"!
^

l ittle bit bX'7 ! 7

!"

'

anna- (mo
■'
started and rm"sV”
Y^ti feel that way. but we are just about to get the show
working verv hs. ■
'’'-‘"Pl'-' i" the audience who would like to see the shows we have been
has disappeanuTi
u
"oxt few lines. ANNA looks around nervously for JAY, who
LOGAN: Oh rol
w '
''‘’"‘n't this and also takes glances backstage and into the booth.)
time?
'
^ "r-'y-yoti. (Points to GAVIN.) Hipster dude. Don't you feel like this is a waste of your
GAVIN; Well,
f rnean, honestly . yes.
LOGAN; (points
that?
to MORGAN) You! Miss-got-her-books-out-studying-like-nerd. How do you feel about
LOGAN
this guy's aread?''
DANNY/KATP- V
LOGAN- And this

u"’ T I'’"
""v u t
w

Isn't that right?

1’'-’ at home studying so that I can actually get some sleep tonight
little miss hott^. (Points to DANNY and KATE.) Looks like
Wouldn't you guys rather be somewhere else?
asked.

NICOLE.) She's got the same look on her face as me...ready to get drunk,

^hfags. but also nods.)
CHmsTiAN^'f'^*"
I
^

mom.

1^^®" on the phone the whole time! [Points to CHRISTIAN.)

put 7nab^e°tte7T’ So there you go. Seems like this is a big waste of time. I mean honestly I bet I cou ld
ANNA- Thisi
about to happen,
hppn n nr AM
y°“ would think you would have a little bit of respect for what we have
LOCAN n .
‘"‘^'■™PL) working on so hard for months.
uu/\iN (^interrupting ANNA. Speaking once again to the cast in the audience.) Dude. Don’t you think
you could probably put on a better show than whatever's about to happen? Don’t you? And you? You
guys. And you two? [As he says this, the cast members give quiet expressions of assent and possibly
shallow laughs.)
”
ANNA; OK. YOU KNOW WHAT? FINE. YOU THINK YOU CAN DO A BETTER SHOW? GO AHEAD! THE
STAGEIS ALL YOUR, DOUCHE-BAG. [Looks out at cast in audience.) YOU GUYS GO AHEAD! I’M DONE
HERE. [ANNA begins to march off stage. A CREWMEMBER, preferably Joey Lyons, steps out to say
confusedly;)
CREWMEMBER; Hey...Anna...What's going on out here?
ANNA; [As she blazes her way right past him); The show’s cancelled tonight! I’m going to let these idiots
try their best at it. [Backstage ANNA can be heard saying: "OK guys pack up the costumes! It's off! We
aren’t doing it...it's whatever'' with some pained tears in her voice.)
[It may be wise to have the ushers stationed by the doors, as with many "gag” or "trick" scenes, so that
there is no danger of audience members actually thinking the show is over and attempting to leave.)
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ImjVe my only lit
.I ^
y®aare my bu; bail AiM * .
V/ith you I
my k ‘ k ■
Chorus
AloveUke yours .i: If ● *
£an’lv;aii lo sci- you V i
Chorus
'
i K
iOGAN: Dude, v. hai v.'
GAVIN: Dank nuv*s, iluibDANCERS: Dank nui;s danK tun’s

uanK nui\s

7.Eakfiim
loy:
Its flawless, periri i, o.o wav ih\s .\n i\o word Uy hoUbni; tlbS
am King for a day or tuulu w bau ver Nni oniv do I hold tins mans
have actually taken on tlu* persoria oi Urett M\ch aels completely

piece of laminated plastic I
^

i^Jentidy in my hands,butl
^ ^^,^7 421 Bucanneer Drive,
gypass Surgery.... so that takes
Easy. Height
no one looks at heiglu anyway Weight. 321.1 had
/^yorker says you are not him,
care of that. Yeah so the nuisi.u he I shaved oil and I cut my hair, and it
organ donor. Its defmatley
you look him square m the eves and you say "I am Urett Michaels. 34 y^^*"
going to work.
u in a liqtior store. Im not There
Man:
It never works People think that I am an idiot lust because I
peaking your voice deeper. If
are 4 tell all signs that show any kid is underage. 3: Clearing your throat a
you come in my store sounding like Macey Gray, its obvious you should n
yy^^j^ich brings me to point
some rum and some coke, maybe a snickers and a nerds rope.“ Okay.’‘’'^*5. ^ ^aby bottle pop taste great
number 3. buying candy with your alcohol. Under no circumstances
rope to go with his scotch
with any type of alcohol. No grown ass man would come in here to
gj^o wallet.This one goes
on the rocks. Finally the last and most obvious sign a kid is underage,is
gggRPPPRRRTTT.'* It
without saying,"Id like to buy this alcohol, oh you need my id, okay hoi
speaks for itself,
fboy enters)
Hi.
Boy: felears throat) Hey
Man:
Hows it going?
^
Boy:
You know.)ust hanging, big weekend comin up, need
\ get youMan:
Well you came to the right place, this is a liquor store,so wna
Boy:
Lookin for some Mikes Hard Lemonade. Hard, not the soft stu
Man:
Okay,this for you girlfriend or wife or sister or....
fruity drinks...im more of a
Boy:
.
Girlfriend... yeah totally, you know women always drinkm
me.
whiskey guy. you know love that brown stuff, that burn in my chest.
Fighting ^°ck, Heaven in
Man:
Okay.well we got Evan Green, Evan Black, Canadian Mist, Ri
p^y already know about ma ,so
Hill,]im Beam,]ack Daniels, well thats more of a bourbon but you pr
the bourbon category we have....
is cheapest
Boy:
You know I think im just gonna go with whatever is
Man:
Alright, then we have a six pack of Mikes...Hard... Lemona
For My Girl.
Boy:
Man: ......yeah.... and one pint of Heaven Hill.
ie dog? Ruff’’
Pint?
you think that is going to be enough? For the ig
Boy:
know,not trying to get too
Well here is the fifth....
Man:
night....you
Dear lesus
you know Im )ust lookin for more or a
Boy:
crazy.
kind of ID?
Man:
Alright that will be, 12.78. Do you have some
from?
name where you
Why yes I Do.
Boy:
interesting
Okay,hmmmm.Mr. Brett Michaels thats an
Man:
421 Buccaneer Drivel!
from?
Boy:
street
address,
but
where
are
you
okay thats your
Man:
a few eh?
Oh...
like.... the Minnesotaish area.
Boy:
pounds? Dropped
Weight
wow
321
Right.... Height.
Man:
so yeah
Gastric Bypass Surgery
Boy:
108

</^ondenn' one d,r. v. ! »
>tan can you ser :tv ’
f(nheaded for *h<tocksmilh of the
gout to pak on loc ks
yVnd I’m not v;on s’op
Fireman, let me fnu n
lean see the lu;hts slowly :.sin
It’s my turn
To shine. t;et mine
And show the worUi wh.u 1 le.u ned
Only God can )udv;e me
Case closed, touri adiovn neil
Guess I be in my /one
Sever been coached w iom;
Waitin' for the u<>od Lord lo call me home
Man, I been conlemplaun' loi' a liule minuie
Time to drop some know leiU’.e and express my new feelin’s
it's just
My life, my style, sw.i/^^’cr, anythim; you name it
Got me ('rindin' all day with no sleep aiul no favors.
If problems were up m my hie
I would find a way to nse
Take away the darkness cause 1 shine when I epind
A strong youn^ man, yeah, that's what Mama told me
My life is full of pain hut I never said she owed me
I done been through it all
The pains, struggles , and the falls
Idone been hurt, hied, and now 1 done seen it all
Contemplatin’ in life is what I gotta do
So many haters in this world that try to ruin you
So everytime I feel like I'm going downhill
1 just look at my neck and remember 1 will never fail
So keep your mind focused on what you wanna do
And don’t let nobody else try to mold you
Imma run,Imma shine, Imma grind til 1 get it all
The clock is steadily tickin' when you about to fall
1 tell my haters; Imma do me, you do you
And in the end we gon' see who's right above who.

10.1 Can Say No
MORGAN; Well, it's late. I'm going to head out.
LOGAN; Look how cute you are!
MORGAN; Hehe (tries to leave]
LOGAN; You don't have to leave. We can have some fun of our o
MORGAN ; I really have to get back.
LOGAN; Come on.(Tries to kiss.]
MORGAN; Please don't.
a hie deal. Come on.
LOGAN; Wait! Why can't you )ust let this happen. It s
, Jon't want to talk about the fact that 1 have
MORGAN ; No! See, I can say no.'
^
'
have you. 1 tried to move on, but how
liked you since the day 1 naet you.
it go because
that you used me as some toy
could I when you were always around. 1 don t want
to talk about the fact that 1 let you do
that you could play with whenever you felt like .t. And 1 don t w
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Miss theater department ready to
"■eak a le« for spring semester
■ iJ0i..m;HyOL,irl«K'’MnsQn

l*Lni
"i strs,!
■>11% u!
%aq
'’"'gbui .,1.

^

rhis

’ .d.i

first,,,,,,

I'-"

,.c

.

M'.tuI I he scenes

’ . V.
1

'●e

P'-'"' lor pcrloniianccs this semester, with students not

ludcnts' directing and writing work, and I think it’ll be

s

'he.iicr Liepartment. said.
Ii.lcnm yi'.cr . >1 ’.h.c
1 ell." crc.iicd b> two Ole Miss instructors, is based on their

^''"larvu

< "tnc

''00

of art Brooke White have combined their
Mill professor
heir evpcTienccs in Uganda. Their goal is to communicate their
* M'"" Mississippi: Vhc Dance Company.
2*’*'ienccs
'●*’"''oof r;,pln ,
)le
t t
Ugandan attire in front of a projection of the photography
n’
Porlormoiioo> >'c hore:i>graph> in
"f ‘*i>lor\ , I ,f’'''^’"rm \l,/onk>>
●e
ih'
'
' oaiui ,n po,'p'‘-'
,.l„otion One. the Bishop asked me to'Come'to Uganda and then
I'^^s
"'ll main uo.,1' 1'”^
'”^,'vv
il'»s i'«i
production," Mizenkosaid.
'"'0,1- “Mississippi
I ■ icir
'‘,.,1 (heater principles and photography, creating a fusion of difierent

^ Pr2f

"i e

people*
^*Mnitc;r \1 i/cnko
o L.

It’s tlv^ .""Klorn sk.noo "
ull"’" “Po p![.^'
Ai^^pancia

rhnrsdav. I'cb. 17 through Saturday, Feb. 19., in Fulton Chapel.
ot an

'’“'■form.!’

?S‘”'“'by
' ®llh

'’['^",hi's on a large scale, and I am very excited to see how it all comes
^ p m

*■’“

consist oftwo separate plays. The first play, “Dollhouse,”

"“I ■■ I uo''n’"-'' ’”.K Can
Miss aluninPi’

j.
N?*« child -

an
one-act pb'y ‘

^is i!* *’is Pa'pp^“'”“''c
a'te"rng!'“l

,hc

.^''i!eri

._,|j,jHy-drivcn couple, Mark and David, and their journey to try
jvvo, is writing the play, as the audience watches, to
,,ould be good parents for a child."
tryiiS

relationship while humanizing an

about a |^’yre'sa'‘^'d directed by Anna Donneli, will be based on the ups and downs of

“ik^^isturi^'®^'

otl "

y-hieafio" Donnell said."l was working on my honors college

loT’ '’fe
V Latina theater group called 'Teatto Luna.'
Hr.
t th‘^
„a create a show that was unique and relevant. After
“ W^^“''''in^" “’y
„ing ®
to
. they usc<* *° P“‘
a show at Ole Miss.
‘V^ihr.
intervies^
prie®
pr°‘’f,,,ch 29 through Sunday. April 3 at 8 p.m. and Saturday,
‘heir ^ “cl their personal ^eing '^day-THalUudiw^^^^
. .
Ih 5 .y Orif,
I deci^^^.tlie
.preity of Mississippi Cinema Competition will present the

“Tk^

^nNsh

svill be pe’'‘Tp,nt- '“.TheUb'.f^irt.theirshortfilm-TheNinthFloor,”

l{”'0f-^‘bbn(,^‘*bclay, April 3

'j„e^a'^^,on S««,j’fU„ners-up,withLautynDuVaHeandAllaJeanae

w

Alan Arrivee, will also be shown.

^V^'^ick'e^'.fb Show work fr?;’^-Cif‘’!!'by P^fSp®'
in■'
ViCn^ibg , "“d Britt
. -s Tony Award-winning musical comedy "The 25th
5ho*^^*%tant professor Rory Ledbetter, the show tells the story
"'‘’ S oVoN r.lm ■■Sil"'’’ pia*’^
pel
dbya*®'
Wl
'bema” wi"
n^c
a “1 p,^''“bt (, e
will
pif®’’
●„ show at 8 p.nc Thureday, May 5 through Saturday, May
X’b iruMna.^br the tester'^«eew'" *" j„ pulton Chapel,

0^

contact
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